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Abstract 

Conflict prevention and human rights protection are programs with the same objective 
from different perspective by different practitioners. Conflict is one of the situations in 
which human rights violation happen. So, protecting conflict means mitigating rights 
violation that would happen. 

The SNNPR is one of the regions confronted with the challenges of prevalent conflict. 
For better protection of human rights the strength of conflict prevention and' resolution 
programs is very helpful. Accordingly, the writer assesses the regional conflict 
prevention and resolution programs both by the government and non governmental 
bodies, the structure, legal frameworks and the challenges encountered will be discussed 
in this very paper briefly. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTORY REMARK 

1.1. Introduction 

I-lave yo u eve r taught abo ut the re lation between human rights protection ' and conflict 
prevention? I have tried to asses the views of students, work colleagues and others to whom 
I came across in meet ings trai ni ngs and workshops. Most of them replied what is confl ict 
prevention at all and others as ked me do we have such kinds of program ill E\hiopia at all. 
Surprisingly you have got good opportuni ty to see the correlation between the two 
programs of human rights p rotection and conflict prevention, and how it is working in the 
SNNPR context. 

Confli ct is one of the situati ons in which mass ive violation of human rights happen. During 
confli ct people will be di splaced, tortured, kill ed, traumati zed and all social in frastructures 
can be destructed expos ing all members of the community in general and vulnerable groups 
in parti cul ar li ke wo men, child ren and the elderly to soc io-economic problems. So don' t 
yo u thin k that prevent ing a ll these messes through strong contl ict prevention mechani sm 
amounts to protecting those human ri ghts of the s;ommunity? 

It is the above assumption wh ich encouraged me to frame my thesis on the topic of; 
"Protecting Human Rights through Conflict Prevention and Resulution programs 117 

SNNPR ". Southern Nations National ities Peoples Region is among the nine states of 
Ethiopia. It encompasses arou nd 56 diverse ethn ic groups. Since its establi shment as an 
independent state the region has faced chall enges in the efforts of systematic handling of 
confli cts so far. 

To draw a clear picture of the correlati on between the above two programs thi s paper has 
organized itself in to fo ur chapters. The fi rs t chapter contains points like introduction , 
bac kground, scope, lim itat io n, sign ificance, and the methods used to reali ze data collection 
for the paper. The second chapter devotes it se lf fo r creating clear understand ing about the 
programs. It discusses princ iples, methods, and goals (both short and long) of the programs. 
Besides it di scusses the recurrent tension between the two. 



The third chapter has the purpose of disclosing the prevalence and effects of conflict in the 

south contex t. The region has divers ity in the cause, aggravating E,etors, and natures of 

confli ct. The fourth cha pter which I consider as the co re of the p"per is very cruc ial, 

because it assesses the two major programs of conflict prevention and resolution. In brie f 

you will see the efforts of both government and non governmental organ izations in the area. 

The last part focused on conclusion and plausible recommendati ons for the major problems 

identified by the researc her. 

1.2. Background 

An interdisciplinary research of this type requ ires understanding of two disciplines 

simultaneously or the invo lvement of team of people who come from the different 

professions. My personal experience in the area of conflict prevention and resolution with 

in the SNNPR coupled by my study in the field of international huma n rights law class 

created a good opportunity to have thi s perspective. 

Since its establi shment as an independent government the SNNPR had encountered 

confl icts of d ifferent magnitude and nature. The region as a home of 56 different ethnic 

groups diverse in cu lture, language, lifestyle and other factors had been suffering from the 

effects o f confli ct .Du ring conn ict the regional communities those found in the conflict area 

had been displaced, harassed, killed , humiliated and)n general exposed for massive human 

ri ghts violations' in differe nt incidents of confli ct. 

In those days the regional government do not have particular accountable body assigned to 

dea l wi th confl ict management supported by legal bas is instead the regional government as 

a whole was doing a ll its best with little coordi nation with other stake holders. 

Latter on considering the impacts of those conflicts the regional government in consultation 

with the federal one took the initiative to establ ish a body accountable for handling conflict. 

The Regional Counc il o f the Nationa li ty is the one estab lished to materialize thi s objecti ve. 

Even after its establ ishme nt the expected attitudinal , sk ill and knowkdge change did not 

came to the expected leve l. Stil l one can look the weak ness of 

the conflict prevention and reso lution programs in the region. 
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To fill the above gap or to strengthen Regional Counci l of Nationality effort on conflict 

prevention and reso lution program different efforts have been made by non governmental 

bodies for the last few years focusing on capacity building areas. However in contrad iction 

to the above etTort the government issued new society and charity law which prohibited the 

involvement of international non governmental bodies in the field of conflict prevention 

and reso lution areas. 

As I said at the beginning. conflict is one of the situations in which human rights violation 

happen. At least to preve nt those human rights vio lation due to the cOllilict we need a well 

established and functional confl ict handling programs in the region. 

Now it is time to reconsider the efforts made so far. The government has to give more 

attention for the program , has to allocate more budgets, train people in the area, and has to 

establi sh different necessary inti'astructures wh ich help to manage con flict before it takes 

the lives of many innocents. 

That is why I am inviting the strengthening of con fli ct prevention and resolution programs 

for better protection of human rights violation that come as a result of conflict. 

1.3. Objcctives of the Study 

1.3.1. Genel'al Objectives 

.:. Show how confli ct prevention and human rights protection are inter,related each 

other. 

.:. Assessing the prevalence of conllict and its effect on human rights violation 111 

SNNPR . 

• :. Analyzing conflict prevention and resolution programs in SNNI'R. 

1.3.2. Specific Objectives 

.:. Identify ing govern ing rules of both human rights and conflict handling mechanisms . 

• :. Identifying methods to be employed both by human rights and conflict prevention 

programs at different stages of conflict: before vio lence arises. during violence and 

after the violence periods . 

• :. Observing the shared dilemmas between the two programs. 
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.:. Identi fy ing the nature. causes, aggravating factors of conllict and the effect it 

brought on the community li vi ng near to the confl ict. 

.:. Evaluati ng the lega l framework for conllict prevention and reso lution programs . 

• :. Analyzing Challenges encountered in the efforts of conflict prevelition and human 

rights protection and forward ing possible solutions to the problems identified. 

1.4. Resea rch Methodology 

For thi s researcli purpose [ used both primary and secondary data .One of the tactic [used 

to co llect primary data is invo lving in foc us group discussion . Through tha.t tile writer has 

got the opportuni ty to hear the prevalence, cause, and aggravating " Icto rs of conflict in a 

parti cular community li ke the mcnj as. Wh il c work ing as seni or trainer with GTZ Ethiopia 

have got also the opportunity to travel through out the region thereby interviewing 

government o ffi cia ls fro m kebelc up to regiona l leve l about the nature. cause and its e ffect. 

Besidcs, literature reviews to co llect secondary data on the theoret ical aspects of the paper. 

To this effect I referred books, reports, magazines, newspapers, art icles and senior theses 

written on the subject matter. 

1.5. Significance of the Paper 

This paper wi ll have its own contribution to the academic commu ni ty and practitioners 

invo lved in the areas. Primarily it wi ll encourage students who come frol11 human rights 

stream and from conflict prevention and resol ution streams to see the inter-relation and how 

they can feed an'd support each other. In simple language it will encourage interdisciplinary 

research. 

Thi s paper can also serve as a data for those who want to know the nature, cause, 

preva lence and aggravati ng factors of confli ct in the south context. At the same time getting 

information on the efforts made so far on conflict prevention and reso lution efforts in the 

region is a lso possiblc through thi s papcr. 

This paper can also be an input for those who are working in the area of con fli ct prevention 

and resolution programs and its va luable recommendati ons can he lp for program 

improvement. 
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1.6. Scope, of the Study 

Since the paper is on protection of human rights through conflict prevention and resolution 

programs in SNNPR. Geographical ly it takes in to account the southern region among the 

nine states in Ethiopia. The other thing the paper takes in to accollnt is, it focuses on 

programs. This covers both governmental and non governmental programs. The 

governmental one means the one run by the Regional Council of Nationality and the non .. 
governmental one is the program run by different international and local non governmental 

bodi es. 

With in these programs I wil l locus on the structures, legal basis and on the challenges 

encountered by both programs. 

1.7. Organization of the Thesis 

This paper is composed of five chapters. The first chapter focuses on introductory remarks. 

Points like research objectives, methodology, background , limitation and significances of 

the research are discussed. 

In the second chapter basic concepts of conflict prevention and human rights protections 

are di scussed in 'detail. The governing norms of both programs are discussed, the methods 

and the recurrent tensions between the two. Underl ing assumptions. goals, values are al so 

points considered here. 

The third chapter focuses on the prevalence and effects of conflict in SNNPR. Because 

showing this will encourage us to evaluate the program we have at hand. In this part I have 

discussed conflict in to three major groups, Pastoralist community conflict, conflicts due to 

boundary issue and conflicts due to marginali zation. 

And the fourth chapter focu ses on the conflict prevention and resolution programs of both 

government and non governmenta l organizations. Here, structures, legal frameworks and 

the challenges each encountered are di scussed in detail. Last but not least chapter fi ve gives 

brief conclusion and possible recommendations to its audiences. 
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1.8. Limitations 

I have encountered different chall enges while do ing this research. One of the challenges I 

encountered is scarcity of resource. Since the scope of the paper focus . on the SNNPR 

region in general, so travel ing and collecting data which indicates the prevalence and 

effects of confli ct is very help fu l for the paper. However doi ng thi s requ ired huge amount 

of money. Lack of suffic ient money to thi s effect enforced me to focu s on data co ll ected by 

other entities . 

The other point in th is regard is the sensitiv ity of the issue. Mostly peopleUo ,whom I was 

taking were unw ill ing to give information in the area. They feel that it is political and 

givi ng in forma ti on may bring acco untabilit y. 

The third related problem is lack o f suffi cient material which connects conflict with human 

rights in the Ethiopian context. 
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CHAPTER TWO ~ ... ;\,\\>,~~" , .. ;;.,/ .. ," 

PRINCIPLES, GOALS, ASSUMPTIONS, MET ODS '" 

RECURRENT TENSIONS OF CONFLICT PREY NTION 

AND HUMAN RIGHTS PROTECTfON PROGRAMS 

2. General Remark. 

Human rights protection programs and conflict resolution programs share similar 

purposes. In the long run both sets of progrmns try to assist soc iet ies in taking steps to 

ensure that the violence doesn't recur and that the ri ghts of every human being are 

respected. I In the short run, both sets of programs seek to end violence, limi t loss of lifc 

and minimizc other sufferings as quickly as poss ible2 However to achieve these goals 

each of the programs apply different methods based on different underling assumptions. 

As a result, both groups occasionally adopt contradictory or even mutually exclusive 

approaches to the smue problem.3 For exmuple, contliet prevention program, eager to 

achieve a negotiated settlement to a contlict with minimum loss of life, may fail to give 

sufficient weight to the relevance of human rights to the long term success of their work." 

Human rights program, on the other hand, may undervalue the pressure under which 

mediators operate to bring abo ut an immediate end to loss of life. If they limit their 

activities to shmning, negative publicity and judicial condemnation of criminals, human 

rights activists may miss opportunities for improvements in human rights situation that 

could be achieved through the use of contlict resolution programs$ 

Preventing conflict and mass ive human ri ghts vio lation, and rebuilding societies in their 

aftermath, requires an approach that incorporates the perspective of both human rights 

and conflict resolution programs. 

I. ELLEN L.LUTZ, EILEEN F.BABVITT, and HANNUM; 

I-Iuman Rights :;md Conflict Resolution from the practitioners' Perspective. (2003); (Vol. 27); P. 

17-3 

2. Ibid. 

3. Ibid. 

4·. Ibid. 

5. Ibid. 
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Universal Declaration of Human rights (UDHR) to give further details about the human 

rights expressed in the chruier. The preamble declares that human rights are foundations of 

justice, and peace.8 lts opening aliicies provide that every individual is entitled to al l rights 

and freedoms set forth with out di stinction with respect to race, color, sex, language, 

religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status.9 

It then enumerates a li st of fundamental rights to security of the person ,1O equality before 

the law, II nationality,12 the means to escape from state abuse, political rights and the right 

to food, healthcru'e, education, work, family, ownership of propeliy and participation in 

culturallife. 14 

Since 1948, Intergovernmental Organizations have codified most of the norms in the 

UDHR in international treaties, including two by the UN General Assembly itself: the 

International Covenant on Civi l and Political Rights and the International Covenant on 

Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. These two fundamental treaties have been ratified 

by over 140 states. IS 

While reaching agreement on international human rights law was not so easy, enforcement 

has proven more problematic. It is. one thing for the state to promise to advocate human 

rights and another for it to tolerate monitoring of its compliance. Effective formal 

international enforcement mechanisms have been non existent for much of the last half of 

the twentieth century.16 Partially in response to this enforcement vacuum, international 

human rights advocates, many of them lawyers, formed organizations to promote human 

rights and develop a range of strategies for pressuring government to conform their 

behavior to international human rights law. 17 

8. UDHR; Preamble 1" paragraph 

9 . UDHR; Art 1.-

10. Id. Art.3 

1). Id. Art. 6 

12. Id. Art.S 

13. Id. Art. 14 

14. Id. Art 21-25 

15. Roberta Faggina. The Basics of Peace Education of World Citizens (200B) P.39 

16. Ibid. 

17. ld. PAD 
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International hlUnan rights investigators seek out the iacts wherever ri ghts abuses are 

alleged and publish their finding,18 whether countries m'e at wm, suffering ii-om varying 

degrees' of political tension or subjugation, or arc peaceful I and genera lly rights respecting. 

International human rights organizations hope that their report wi ll bring about change in 

the behavior of government or other entity whose abuses they spot light, but their principal 

targets are the policy makers who are in a position to put pressure on rights violators. 

2.1.1 The Role of NGOs in Human Rights Protection 

International human rights NGOs see themselves as advocates for victims and supportive 

pw1ners of their domestic human rights NGO counterparts. International human rights 

organizations lobby other governments to take human rights in to account in their fo reign 

aid appropriations and press the UN and other intergovernmental organizations to put 

pressure on right abusers. 19 In addition, they demand that government establish domestic 

enforcement mechwlisms such as independent judiciaries20 To ensure accountability when 

national courts do not exist or can not act, international human rights NGO support 

institutions like International Criminal Court. 

International human rights NGOs try to adopt their advocacy to ensure that it has the 

greatest possible impact. For example, organizations such as I-Iuman Rights Watch (HRW) 

devoted minimal resource to lobbying the United Nations during the Cold War, when the 

UN Security Council was frequently deadlocked and other human ri ghts mechanisms were 

used by states primarily as stages to purely express political views. Following the collapse 

of the Berlin Wall, the United Nations has become more creative ancl interventionist in 

seeking solutions to human rights problems and has thus become a higher priority in 

Human Rights Watch (HRW) advocacy. 

Domestic human rights NGO activists operate in a different milieu. They serve as the sense 

of right ~ndkong of their societies and speak out to press their government to' 

18 . . Id. P. 184 
19.- African Union, The Roll'S of NGOs; (2007); P. 97 
20. Id. P . 102 
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protect the hwnan rights of their citizens21 [n exploitive societies or those seized by 

conflict, domestic human rights groups are invariably squeezed in to a nan-ow operating 

space or arc shut down by those in powcr22 Any activity they do eary out, such as 

collecting information about on go ing abuses and passing it on to their international 

counterparts or aiding displaced persons are undertaken at great risk. 

2.2 Fundamental Principles of Conflict Prevention and Resolution 

Programs 

Unlike human rights there are no codified sets of norms that govern the tield and bind 

conflict resol ution programs together. However, there are inherent set of principles that 

frame their practice. These are pal1icipation, inclusiveness, empowerment, cultural 

sensitivity and equity. 

The tirst principle is participation.
23 

The most effective negotiation and decision making 

processes are those in which the parties who have direct stake in the outcome are actively 

engaged.24 The most basic goal of conflict resolution is to bring stakeholders into some 

kind of institutional forum and assure them of an opportunity for meaning full input25 

The second principle is inclusion. This differs 11'om participation in that it addresses noi the 

manner ofpar1icipating, but who participates26 [n the conniet resolution field, the preferred 

approach is to include as many stakeholders as possible; even those that might be 

potentially destructive, on the ground that those len on the side lines will have a greater 

incentive to undermine any agreement that is reached27 

The third principle is empowerment.28 The effectiveness of multiparty dialogue can be 

compromised by one or more party's l'lck of experience, lack of resource or both.29 To help 

balance the sides, conflict resolvers may incorporate teaching of all the parties, training and 

coaching in to the process to maximize the effectiveness and provide stronger base on 

which genuine negotiations can proceed.3o 
, 

21. Id. P. 103 
22. Ibid. 
23 . Eileen p. Babbitt, Ethnic Conflict. Human Rights, and Con flict Re soiUlion, (2001)P.16- 18 
24. Ibid: 
25. Ibid . 
26. Id .P.17 
27. Ibid 
28. Ibid 
29 . Id P.IS 
30. Ibid 
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The forth principle is cultural sensitivity] I Most cultures have ex isting methods for 

handling conflict. Cultura lly fami li ar and appropriate practices and so lutions wi ll be 

sustainable long after an outside intervener has departed.32 Thus, it is very important to 

know what those practices are and in so far as possible, to build up on and enhance 

. d' I d 13 In Igenous met 10 s: 

The fifth princ iple is equity.)4 Equity as opposed to equality is the nution that a mediator 

should treat all parties at the table with equal respect, giving each equal time and attention, 

even though there are differences in power. This respect and acknowledgment contribute to 

maki ng the fOrUll1 more suitablc to constructive di scuss ion ancl problem sol';'ing. )S 

2.2.1. Levels and Functions of Conflict Resolvers 

Conflict resolver's operate on multiple levels. At the first level , official interveners 

representing government or intergovernmental body such as United Nations work with 

designated representatives or decision makers of the parties to a conflict to assist them in 

reaching resolution.)6 Some times these interveners are neutral facilitators, but often they 

use the influence or power vested in them by the government or organizations they 

represent to press the parties to reach agreement.J7 

At the second level, non officials' interveners such as NGOs, religious leaders, scholars, or ---- ----
internationally respected political fi gures meet iogether with or shutt le between, official 

representatives of parties to the conflict to find a solution. While, these interveners may 

have little to offer in the way of incentives or sanctions to compel the parties to reach 

:Igreelllcnt. the ir I'crson:i1 qu:i1itics, mcdiat ion skill s, or rcr ~ltation ror !lcutrality and high 

ethical standards may be enough to move the parties to peaceful resolution.)8 A good 

instance at this po int is the intervention made by professor Ephraim to mediate a conflict 

between EPRDF and CUD during the 2005 election of Ethiopia. 

Interveners at the third level, non official interveners faci litate dialogue among non officials 

but influence members of each of the community that are in conflict. 

31. ECA, African Principles of conflict Resolution& R 
32. Duke Fisher; Con fl ict Resolu tion ; (2008); p .S8 
33 . Ibid. . 
34. Ibid 
35. Duke Fisler. Mcdillli otl:ls a menll s of COil !lief Rcsol l1lion. (200S) r .SS 
36. Ihid 
J7 M ark Rug,,: r!", I"YPl';-' alltl Lever ~)(Cnlll1 ic l Iki~n!vcrs. (200D) I'. 2:.: 
.Ui Ihid 
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The theory behind leve l three processes is that intluential individuals, operating III an 

otlicial capacity, have fewer constraints than their official counterparts to engage 111 

dialogue with their opponents and explore creative ideas for confl ict resolution or 

transformation. At the same time, because level three participants are influential, they have 

the ear of decision makers or may themselves someday serve in official decision making 

positions. 

2.2.2 Roles ofNGOs in Conflict Resolution Programs 

International conflict resolution NGOs have emerged over the past two decades to 

complement the work of level one, governmental or inte rgovernmental interveners. These 

groups have developed a we.ll stocked toolbox of techniques that they adapt to the phase of 

conflict, the cultural and political context, and the role the conflict resolvers is invited to 

play.J9 International contlict resolution NGOs are involved in many traditional conflict 

resolution activities such as shuttle diplomacy, negotiations between disputing parties, and 

level three type dialogue activities among key actors.40 Many al so engage in educational 

activities, including teaching conflict resolution ski lls and providing capacity bui lding and 

conflict resolut ion training to disputants <md other stakeholders.41 

Some international conflict resolution NGOs work independently, whi le others prefer to 

collaborate with other types of international NGOs or intergovernmenta l organi zations, or 

with domestic conflict resolution NGOs that bette r understand the cultural shade that need 

to be incorporated into im effective process.42 

However, the conflict resolution field is so young; there is often no established domestic 

NGO with which international NGOs can collaborate. In sllch circumstances, international 

NGOs sometimes turn their attention to developing post conflict domestic NGOs capacity. 

In doing so, they may encounter obstacles such as lack of training and education, 

inetliciency, bureaucracy and corruption.43 These obstacles min'or the larger problems the 

post contlict-,society faces ill developing a strong and healthy civi l society. 

39. Id . 2'9 

Aq. Ibid. 

41. Ibid. 

42. Mercy corps Ethiopia, Annual Report, (2006) P.9 

43.lbid . 
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2.3 Long and short term Goals of both Programs 

Human rights and conflict resolution programs have hoth shon and long term goals. In the 

short term, human rights advocates aim to pressure governments and other responsible 

party to end human rights violations and ensure that those individuals responsible for 

abuses are held accountable.44 In the long term, human rights NGOs programs seek to 

generate world wide culture of human rights protection.45 They do so by working to expand 

international human rights law and enforcement procedures.46 

While simultaneously press ing states47 to ensure that their domestic law, law enforcement 

mechanisms and judiciary are sufficiently robust, to prevent right ab uses and provide 

adequate redress to victims. 

In the short term, conflict resolvers try to help the parties to a conflict move towards or 

reach settlement that satisfies their interest, while also attempting to decrease the over all 

level of violence.48 In essence, this involves helping the parties to re evaluate their 

strategies and adopt more constructive negotiating behaviors. Over the long term, connict 

resolvers facilitate improved relations between parties to achieve greater imerpersonal and 

institutional capacity to resolve or deescalate future conDict and prevent it from becoming 

violent.4
'> This involves assisting the parties in examining, and possibly changing, their 

underlying assumptions and attitudes towards their adversaries 5 0 

2.3.1. Values and Assumptions of both programs 

To be in a better positi'on to accomplish these goals, programmers in each field adhere to 

core values that enhance their credibility and professionalism. Though many values are 

shared by both human rights advocates and conflict resolution resolvers their respective 

rationales for holding those values may be quite different. 

Conflict resolvers understand that conflict is normal and often healthy, yet they hate the 

violence, loss of life, and sadness associated with it. ll 

44. Lan~ Minenr, the Humanitarinn enterpris(" Dilemmas and Discoveries (2002) P.60 

45. Ibid . 

46. Ibid: ' 

47. Id P.63 

48. Ibid 

49 . Ibid. 

50.ld.P.61 

51. Ibid 
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They believe that there are both constructive and destructive ways of dealing with them. 

And they promote constructive approach over destructive one52 

Human rights advocates, because their work is grounded in international law, are more 

accepting than conflict resolvers of violent conflict as such. International law doesn't ban 

war, although it does attempt to regulate it by excluding conduct during war that targets 

civilians or other non combatants 53 Consequently, human rights groups typically take no 

position on the legality of a conflict. This non partisan approach is justitied on the ground 

that taking position could jeopardize the organizations neutrality in analyzing the extent to 

which each pwties conduct during the war conforms to international human rights and 

hmnanitariw1law.54 

On the other hand, human rights advocates are inflexible, that human rights violations must 

stop. Since international law obligates states to prevent human rights ab~ses,55 this 

traditionally has meant mobilizing shame against states in which right violations are 

occurring. In recent years, international human rights programs have expanded their 

willingness to criticize right violations by all parties and in some cases, to condemn private 

actors, such as terrori st groups, criminal enterpri ses, fmd transnational corporations for their 

complicity in rights abuses56 

2.3.2 Shared Dilemmas 

2.3.2.1 Impartiality and Independence for Human Rightsl'rograms. 

For human rights programmers, impartial ity means independence from all governments and 

from prutisan political or religious perspectives 57 Typically, human rights programs neither 

support nor oppose any government or po litical system, nor do they support nor oppose the 

views of victims whose rights they seek to protect. III situations of w'med contlict, they 

seek to protect the rights of civilians from abuses by the governments and rebel groups. 

-,. 
52 . Ibid . 

53. Report of tilt! sccret.ary Genera l on tlu: protection of civilians in Armed Conflicts (2002) P. I 0 

54. Ibid ,' 

55. Ibid 

56. Ibid. 

57. Supra note 45, P, S8 
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Both actual impartiality 58 and appearance of impartiality'9 arc crucial ftlr human rights 

investigators engaged in fact finding. Failure to be perceived as impaltial can seriously 

undermine an access to information, especiall y in s.ituation where the parties are highly 

suspicious to one another. The credibi lity and impact of human rights repOits similarly 

depends on the author's perceived impartiality.6o Published reports must convince the 

target audience that the allegations they contain are most likely true. 

Obviously, human rights investigators can not always uncover all the facts' related to a 

particular rights violation, since governments (or other human rights abusers) usually know 

much more about such events than fact finders can discover. Nonetheless, the fact finder 

needs to present enough proof from a sufficient sources to be credible. 

Simi larly, the organization for which the fact finder works must demonstrate institutional 

impartiality.61 Hwnan rights investigates do thi s by focusing on human rights violations 

suffered by all parties to a conflict, giving equal attention on rights abuses in all parts of the 

world alld reporting on abuses by governments of all political persuasions.62 Many 

international human rights programs refuse to accept funding from any government or 

other potential target of their work:63 many of those based in the United States attempt to 

demonstrate their impartiality by directing heightened attention to rights violation 

occwTing in the United States.64 

The appearailCe of impaltiality and independence may also be compromised by the fact that 

almost all international human rights programs are dependent on external funding. Despite 

carefully crafted institutional rules to prevent any single donor from controll ing the 

organizations agenda, biases arise. One bias is simply that most international programs aI'e 

based in developed countries and have access to a vast full of funding sources. As a result, 

they can afford highly trained, well paid professional staff. 

5&. Alert International; Shared Dilemmas Between Human Rights & Conflict Resolution; 
" 

(Unpublished) (ded, documentation) P.35 

59. Ibid. 

60 .Ibid : 

61. Ibid . · 

62. Id. P. 36 

63. Id. P. 37 

64.lbid. 
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This may create the appear,mce of bias in favor of Western values' and interests that may 

be perceived with hostility by those whose behavior they are trying to influence, and some 

times even by those on whose behalf they are working65 

Hwnan rights progrmrts m-e highly controlled by donors66 Donors provide funds for 

progrmns they like and withhold flmds when they disagree with the approach they take. 

Large programs with diversified funding base can remain impartial if one or even a few 

donors drop their support, but this can cause real problems for smaller groups that do not 

have alternative source of funding. But even large groups are responsive to donor interests 

and will add programs that a donor is willing to fund, even if that means withdrawing 

sources from other programs. 

2.3.2.2 Impartiality and Independence for Conflict Prevention and 

Resolution Programs, 

For conflict resolvers actual and perceived impartiality are equally important. Impm·tiality 

is typically defined as the interveners ability to be evenhanded while maintaining an 

unbiased relation ship with each of the disputants67 Preserving the appearance of 

impartiality can be particularly difficult in the context of international dispute resolution. In 
I 

such cases imbalances of power may occur not only between the disputing party and those 

who are negotiating a resolution to the conflict, but they also may arisc bctween those 

participating in the process mId those who are not privy to it6S 

Even as mediators struggle to avoid becoming advocates for the weaker party, they 

frequently work with both pariies to ensure that each is equally able to. be its own 

advocate61
. In this way they strive to balance the table - 3 delicate process that, even if done 

well, can look like taking sides69 

On the other hand, failure to achieve a degree of equality between the parties may leave 

them with a resolution to their dispute that the weaker party is offended mId the stronger 
, ~, ' 

paliy uses to'fUliher consolidate its power70 

65. Id.P.~O 

66. Ibid: 

'67. Herbert C. Kelman, "Coalitions Across Conflict lines 

68. Ibid. 

69. Ibid 

70.ld P.I58 
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Notwithstanding the high value conflict reso lvers place on impartiality, it is not always easy 

to be evenhanded in international conflicts where the stakes are life or death. In circumstance 

where achiev ing some degree of power equivalence between part ies is highly unlikely 

,conflict resolvers may find themselves in an eth ical dilemma in which their shol1 term goa l 

to end violence may be counter to their long term purpose of assisting society to put in place 

the conditions necessary for sustainable peace. 71 Similarly, their desire to. ensure a fair 

bargaining context may compete with their commitment to strengthening the capacity of 

local actors and organizations to contribute to peace making and peace building with in their 

societies.72 

2.3.2.3 Cultural Consideration 

Both human rights advocates and contlict resolvers recogntze the impor!<U1ce of cultLll'al 

sensitivity towards the people whose rights they are working to protect or whose conflict they 

are assisting to reso lve. For human rights programs cultural sens itivity begins by enslU'ing 

that fact finders are cognizant of and comfortable with the cul tural norms of the place they 

investigate.73 Because they are victim oriented, human rights investigators tend to be patient 

and compassionate towards their informants; particularly those who have suffered. At a more 

pragmatic level, inves ti gators understand that cultural sensitivity will undermine their 

research and advocacy objectives. 

Conflict resolvers also recognize that, while conflict may be universal, each culture devises 

its own process for dealing with it. Successful intervention oHen depends on knowing and 

responding the culture of the people the con.tlict resolver is working with,74 and wherever 

possible, suppol1ing and enhancing indigenous cultural contli ct reso lution processcs. 75 In 

practice, particularly at the first level, cultural sensitivity often yields to pragmatism, 

particularly in urgent situation in which there is great loss of life or other high stakes. At the 

second and third level. concern about cultural relevance oHen propels confli ct resolvers to 

establish.paJ:,tnership with local organizat ions in order to ensure that the process is grounded 

. . I I 76 111 appropnate Dca customs. 

7 1. td. 1'.160 
72. Ibid 

. 73. Larry Susskind, Environmental Mediation and the Accountability 
Problem; (1998); Vol. 6; p. 63 ,.\ .... 

74. IbId .... ,'''' 
75. Id. P.65 \ " . "{l",·e' ...-.. " 
76 Ib 'd .... ,,~." ~ • 1 \ \ j 0 ..... 

_&0'" '(If ... . ~-
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2.3.2.4 Participation in a Process 
The most effective negotiation and decision mak ing processes are those in which the parties 
with direct stakes in the out come paliicipate. Genuine pa11icipation empowers stakeholders. 
and this empowerment. is in itself an important positive outcome of the conflict resolution 
process77 One difference between international confl ict resolution process and other types of 
dispute resolution efforts is that not all those affected by the outcome of an international 
conflict resolution can be present at the table.78 ,Tust as the most vulnerable people in a 
society (children, women, elderly and disable) are most likely to be causali ties of confl ict. 
they also are most likely to be left out of negotiations to resolve it, especially at the first 
level. 79 

One way conflict resolvers lessen this problem is by ensuring as broad iliclusion in the 
process as is strategically and logistically possible. In case where vulnerable groups are not 
well organized, public policy mediators in the United States have adopted a model whereby 
the cont1ict reso lvers remind those parties who are present that some import(Ult interests are 
not being represented. so The mediator thus raises the question as to the legitimacy or 
sustainability of any agreement that leaves this voice out, and encourages participants to 
develop ways to include the unrepresented interests 81 While paliies retain control over the 
outcome, any. result that doesn't guarantee protection of the fundamental interests of those 
not represented may not be considered legitimate by the mediator. g2 

77. (IS) 

78. Ibid' 

79. Id.449 

80. Ibid. 

81. Ibid. 

82. Ibid . 
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2.4. Methods to be Em ployed at Different Stages of Conflict by Both 

Programs 

2.4.1. General 

Violent conflict and other circumstances in which massive. violations of human rights are 

occurring can be divided roughly in to three stages: the period before violence breaks out 

when prevent ion is poss ible: the vio lent con tli ct period ; and the period after contlict ends 

I I . I . I . Xl or t le luman n g lls VIO atlon cease. These phases often mix-up in to ~ne.another. For 

cxample in post vio lcnce se tting in which democracy, a vibran t civ il society, and its 

attendant institutions are not well estab li shed, the before stage and the after stage may 

co incide. What 'constitu tes the during stage is al so diffi cult to describe. Not all violent 

conflicts involve full blown war, nor do they all involve two or more armed opponents. 

Both human rights and contl ict reso lution programmers are active during each stages of 

confli ct. 

2.4.2. Conflict Prevention Stage 

Both conflict prevention and human rights protection programs believe that prevention is 

the best approach to vio lcnt contli ct o r widespread human rights abuses. R4 Societies in 

which ethnic, religious or political tensions run high ; where there is a history of past 

confli ct or ri ght abuses ;where the institutions of civil society designed to provide 

alternatives to violence are weak ,corrupt, or non existent ;or that are wracked with 

political or economic instab ili ty ,are fertile ground to the out break of violence or repressive 

right abuses.85 Both vigi lance and preventive steps are needed to lessen thi s risk. Yet 

despite their commitment to prevention, prac titioners in both fi elds often are hampered 

from acting either because the parties are not prepared to recognize or confront the 

problem., or because the practitioners face resource constraints (such as lack of funding or 

insufficient staff) that prevent them from dealing with all but with the most immediate 

crises.86 

83 Lederach ,J .P Preparing for peace: connict Transformation across cu ltures. (199S)P.1 3 

84 Mary B. Anderson; Options For Aid in Conflict Lessons form Fiedled EXPfricnce ' 

t2000) P. 39 

8S. lb id 

86.Supra I)ote 8S.P.IS 
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For NGOs, intergovernmental bodies, and governments concerned with human rights, the 

central activity in the prevention stage is fact finding,87 When they perceive violence or a 

worsening human rights climate on the horizon, both domestic and international programs 

try to document government wrong do ing and other conditions that are contributing to the 

escalation88 This process is governed by ri gorous fact findin g and assessment ihat includes 

seeki ng corrobora lio n rroll1 indcpcndcnt sources, At the same time ,il is delicate process in 

which the safety and we ll being of their informants is the fact finders paramount concern, 

What fact finders lea rn [rom the basis or initiatives designed to put pressure on the 
.'. 

government .The fact finding and advocacy work of human rights programs tend to 

emphasis human security right, although attention also may be paid to combating 

censorship ,pressing for free and rair election s and publi shing infri ngements of the 

. d . I . I 89 economIc an SQCIa ng ltS. 

In the preventing stage, conflict resolvers (especially level three actors) encourage dialogue 

among likely parties to vio lent conflict and engage in a different sort of fact finding than 

their human rights cou nterparts. Confl ict resolution emphasizes identifying the people 

whose participation is most likely to lead to a successfu l! dialogue or negotiation process 

and the issue to be discussed 90 This assessment often involves confidential conversations 

with the stake ho lders .It may also include designing a dialogue or mediation process that 

include suggested ground rules, a time table an agenda and joint information gathering 

d 91 proce ures. 

87. Supra note 19 P.99 

88.Lany Susskind and Jerfrey Cruickshank; Breaking the impasse: Consensual Approach 

of Resolving public Dispute; (1987) P. 107 

89 . Ibid. 

90. Ibid. 

91. Ibid. 
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2.4.3 Conflict Management Stage 

During violent conflict, international human ri ghts programmers and conflict resolvers often 

intensify the activities they engaged in before violence broke out, even though doing so is 

much more difficult. International human rights investigators often find that 

their mobility or access to informants is severely restricted .92 They may attempt to cultivate 

relation ships with international humanitarian or development workers to obt'lin information 

inf'ormally,93 with out compromising the programs impaJiiality or neutrality. 

Domestic human rights programs also are prevented from operating in their usual mode 

during periods of violence94 Where their prior activities are barred or become to dangerous, 

these groups may look for new roles to play, including helping to mediate an end to the 

violence. Unfortunately, many types of conflict resolution activities, particularly level three 

dialogue process, become more difficult once violence breaks OUt.95 As Andy Loomis, 

search for common grounds project manager in Macedonia ,put it ,people are simply less 

willing to enter act across ethnic lines during moments of heightened tensions. Further more 

as the divide between people widens, moderators, who remain at the center become targets 

for those expressing more extreme views96 

On the other hand, it is during conflict that first and second level mediation efforts are most 

likely happened .A mediator representing United Nations or a powerful government may find 

it necessary to determine how much pressure should be placed in warring parties97 

Mediating with muscle ' is a radical departure from what med iators do in other settings, yet 

where violence and death are widespread ,mediators may not be willing to stick to less 

interventionist stl'ategies .Such situations have ramif:ications j~) r the sk ills that international 

mediators need successfully mediate violent conflicts. 

92. Christopher Moor, the Mediation Process: Practical Strategies for Resolving Conflict: 

(1996); P. 43 

93. Ibid. 

94. Ibid, 

95.ld.P.60 

96. Id .P.61 

97. Ibid. 
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2.4.4. Peace-Building Stage 

Human ri ghts programs working 111 post confli ct or newly establ ished democracies 

emphasize dea ling openly with the past and the people responsible for abuses98 They focus 

on uncovering and recording the truth of what occurred, pressing fo r the prosecution and 

punishment of those responsible, identifyi ng and documenting backsliding thai could lead 

to the renewal of past abuses or conflict, and monitoring new types of abuses that are more 

likely to arise in a post con fli ct environment99 In some post conflict settings, international 

human rights programs ha ve been invo lved in specialized tasks such as dection monitoring 

or forensic investigation wo rk . loo They also lend their expertise to aspe~~s ~f rebuilding 

civil society, such as curbing improper police practices and developing an independent 

. d" 10 1 JU IClary. 

Domestic human ri ghts groups often find themselves in a very complex position after 

settl ement The issue they worked on before the conflict may no longer be the dominant 

ri ghts issues; indeed many of their original objectives may have been achieved .If 

democratic civilian rule has been put in place, the new government may be able to 

di smantle the apparatus that caused many of the human rights abuses of the past. But if the 

civi li an government is not consolidated, those who benefited from the former repression or 

conflict may be unwilling to relinquish their former privileges. Thus, instead of starting 

from a level playing field , the new government may be undermined from with in by corrupt 

military offi ces, civil service offic ials, police or local offic ials. Any perception of a power 

vacuum encourages those who would seek power to assert themselves. Thi s in turn, 

increases the pressure on the new government and undermines it even more. To strengthen 

its authority the government may turn to those voices of integrity who contributed to 

establ ish democracy, inc luding major ligures in the domestic human ri ghts movement. 

98. Andy Loomis: Bridging Human Rights and Conflict Prevention; 12 001) P. 23 

99. Ibid. 

100. Ibid. 

101. Id. P.2S 
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Unfortunately, human rights activists often do not have the experience or ski ll s required for 

thi s type of gove rning. L ike so ldiers with out war, they have to develop new goals and new 

ways of operating. Instead of working to expose government abuses , they have to work 

cooperat ively with in it. Thi s poses an enormous cha llenge that can not be met overnight. 

Wh ile domcstic human ri ghts gro ups that wa nt to retain their traditional roles n1ay see littl e 

use for conflict reso lution act ivities, those prepared to embrace new r~les are drawn to 

them. The latter may rece ive encouragement fro m international donors, who also encourage 

the emergence of new domestic groups whose interest li e excl usively in the peace building 
. '~ " 

and conflict prevention domain. 

After settlement, conflict resolution programs tend to foc us on encouragmg dialogue 

among former warring parties who now work together. They also promote reconci liation; 

provide training in conflict resolution techniques to a range of societal actors fro m school 

children to senior government officials, and encourage the development or strengthening of 

civil society. I02 

Their primary goal ,however, is to support those who are interested in promoting a 

sustainable peace through capacity bui lding and other techniques des igned to ensure they 

have ski ll s to do SO.1 03 The activities of contlict reso lvers in thi s stage mirror man y of the 

things they do duri ng the prevention stage, including strengthen ing the coa litions across 

conflict lines and creating institutions and structures that can prevent conflict from 

esca lating.104 

2.5, RcclIl'rcnt Tcnsions bctwccn I-Illma n Rights and Conflict 

Prevention Programs 

2.5.1. Protection Vs Assistance 

During conflict, 'human rights programs use their fact finding and advocacy ski lls to protect 

the li ves and other rights of civilians. By contrast, conflict resolution programs assist key 

stakeholders to engage in a process directing at end ing the violence, 

102. Ibid. 

103. Sa rah Broughton; Bridging Hum an Right and Conflict Preven tion: (2001) P. 1 1 

104. Ibid . 
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. , 

This difference can create tensions between practitioners tn the two disciplines. For 

example, one concern when sens itive conflict resolution initiatives are contemplated or 

ongoing is the impact human ri ghts abuse reports have on efforts to bring parties to or keep 

them at the negot iating tab le. I-Iuman rights watch researcher Jemera Rone recalles, "I 

worked on a report on abductions and killings, and I released it at the: moment they were 

going in to negotiations; they accused me of being biased and trying to harm th"ir cause. 105 

The truth is! wasn't even aware they were going to negotiation." Accord~ng to Rone, the 

release date was chosen with only internal HRW editing and publication concerns in mind. 

Alvaro de Soto, the UN mediator in EI Salvador, admitted that while at firs~ human rights 
.'. 

reports like the one written by Rone were a hindrance, he latter de ve loped channels that 

enab led him to anticipate and use the pendi ng release of such report s to urge the parties 

toward an accord that included significant human rights protections. 101, 

Even where peace negotiations are not in progress, human ri ghts reporting can have 

unintended effects. Human rights reports may be used by one side of the conflict or the 

other to promote support for their position.l07 Conversely, accusations of abuses are likely 

to provoke anger or hostility in those against whom they are directed. lUX for example Sara 

Broughton, deputy director of search for common ground in Macedonian, asserts that 

international human rights reporters, whi le morally necessary .. . have in some ways 

negatively impacted the situation in Macedonia. Reporting of human rights abuses by the 

security forces inflames emotions in the Albanian community, whi le reports of abuse by the 

NLA (the Albanian fighters) have the same effect on Macedonia. 109 

These are risks that international human rights groups are aware of and seek to minimize by 

maintaining a reputation fo r accuracy, even handed reporting, and measuring abuses against 

wide ly accepted internati onal human norms. In their views disseminating accurate reports 

so that influential external actors know what is happening and can t ~lke reports to lesson 

the suffering of innocent civ ilian outweighs the danger that the parties to the 

105. Supra note 103 P.22 

106. lbid 

107. Id. 23 

108. Ibid 

109 .1bid . 
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conflict will use the report for propaganda purpose. I 10 Conflict reso lvers ,who are tryi ng to 

persuade the parties to come to the table, may be frustrated when human rights reporting 

seem to contribute to the parties unwillingness to engage in dialogue or hardens their 

demands ones negotiation begin. 

To reduce thi s tension, practitioners in both fi elds need to follow the lead of Ambassador 

De Soto and his human rights counter paris in El Salvador. With greater communication 

about what each is doing or planning to do. And about what challenges each faces , human 

rights advocates and mediators not only can do their jobs but can also enhance the work of 

the other. 

2.5.2. Ncuh'ality with Rcspect to Human Rights Vs Expressing Human Rights 
Values 

Although not direct participants in conflict, human rights programs see themselves and are 

seen by conflict reso lvers as parties in that during conflict they adopt an explicit stance 

against human rights abuses and war crimes. I I I Conflict resolvers often keep their distance 

from human rights practitioners during confli cts, because they want to be able to talk with 

everyone invo lved in the confl ict. They are concerned that, if they associate with human 

rights advocates, their neutrality will be compromised. I 12 

This doesn ' t mean that international conflict resolvers are neutral about human rights. 

While most take the view that reaching an agreement that stops violence is the first priority, 

many also question whether it is acceptable to focus only on achieving settlement when 

massive human rights abuses are occurring. 

The latter group would support raising human rights issues with the participants during the 

negotiation process and making explicit the bel ief that sustainable peace and the protection 

of human rights are intertwined. 1I3 Some conflict resolution NGOs include human rights 

training in their post conflict education or institution bui lding activities. For example 

110. Report of the Secretary General on the Protection of Civilians in Armed Conflict, 

S/200333 1, Para 10, March 30, 200. 

I II. Ibid. 

112. Ibid 
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International A lert was founded on the premise that human rights abuses often stem from 

violent confli ct, and it thus believes that concern with human ri ghts must be part of any 

reso lution of such confli cts. 114 Another group the South African based center for confli ct 

Resolu tion, has evolved in to educati onal orga ni zation that teaches both human rights 

norms and con fli ct reso lution techniques to local NOOs in Afri ca. 

2.5.3. Justice Vs Reconciliation 

The greatest tension in the two programs lies between human rights advocates post conflict 

focus on justice for past crimes and confli ct reso lve rs' post-conflict desire to promote 

reconciliation, or at least peace fu ll co existence, among previously warring parties. I IS 

Some times the tension is so po inted that it is manipulated by the parties to the confl ict in a 

way that undermines the post settl ement aims of both programs. Acco rding to Hizki as 

Assefa o f the Nairob i Peace Initiative, issues of justice and reconci liation in Rwanda 

became polarized as a result of ethnic group distortion of NOOs priorities. Because the 

primary victims of the genocide were Tutsis, justice came to be viewed as a Tutsi issue. 11 6 

I-Iu tus fou nd they had more in common wit h international NOOs wo rking on confli ct 

reso luti on concerns, since these groups were prone to emphasi ze reconciliation or 

coexistence is resulted in Hutus becoming identified with the latter issue. Similarly, 

Nudubisi Obiorah, senior legal officer with 'the human rights Law service in Nigeria, 

reported that the confli ct resolver in Nigeri a" tends to think that the human rights 

communities no peace with out j ustice s loganeering j ust messes things up . ... the conflict 

resolution community appears to approach quest ions of impunity for human rights 

violations from the stand point that dealing with the bad guys is critical to resolving 

conflicts. 117 

113. Ib.id 

11 4. Ibid 

IIS.lbid. 
116.1bid 
117.1bid 
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While both sides are convinced that their focus is the right one, almost no interdisciplinary 

research has been done on the impact of justice or reconciliations efforts on the shared long 

term goal of building peace sustain ing and rights respecting soc iety. More research is 

needed on what contributes to peace building have been made by truth commissions ,trials 

,and other domestic processes aimed at coming to terms with past ab uses: whether such 

process adequately address the gri evances of those who suffered sever human rights 

violations under previous regi mes: whe re they strengthen civil societ¥. and encourage 

democratic participation: whether they help to inoculate a country agai nst future 

expe riences with ri ghts violat ing governments or factions: and whether th~y contribute to 

reconciliation and trust bui lding between previously warring parties. 

A more forward look ing agenda that add resses the full range of post settlement societal 

needs (including political restructuring, economic development, institution building, 

physical reconstruction, education and health care, as well as truth, justice, and 

reconciliation) can enable both human rights and conflict resolution programs to contribute 

synergistically to the nation building process . At the same time, the adoption of a shred 

forward looking. approach diminishes the potential for either programs to become identified 

with an issue that gives succor to only one party to the conflict and as a consequence, 

reduce the possibility of fced ing in to societnl ciivisions that cou ld flair in to violence .. 
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and water for their cattle .6 It shou ld be noted here that about 5- 10% of Surma community 

practice in agriculture. 7 In the Surma -Dizi case, confli cts are often triggered by individual 

incidents, which scale up later in to community level. For instance, if a Dizi person ki ll s 

one Surma, this interpersonal incident wi ll escalate in to an ethnic confl ict and retaliation 

on community level may elevate.~ 

Where as Topposas (pastoral communi ty from South Sudan) are dependent on pastoralist 

lifestyle. Simi larl y to Surmas, they are mobile in search fo r grazing land and water. Their 

land is arid and less conducive fo r cattle herding. especiall y duri ng dry s~aso n. Where as 
.' . 

the Surmas have a land which is conducive for cattle herding du ring dry season. 

Topossas who own a large nu mber of cattle, during dry seasons used to feed their cattle by 

temporaril y moving them in to Surmas land. This interaction formerl y perceived by both 

communities as normal and later on has been sources of confl ict.9 

3.2.3.2 Causes and triggeri ng factors of Conflict in Bench Maj i. 

In many places and among different peoples scarcity of resources inv ites competition 

leading to violent confl icts . Accordingly the main cause of confli ct among the Bench Maji 

people is due to competi tion over land reso urce like grazing and water, which became 

evident by the Toposa invasion in to the Surma's land.lo The Toposa Surma conflict has 

long history. Topossas have used to move in to Surmas land and escape their dry season 

trouble time there. They exercised th is trend for more than three decades. Since there 

original lands are less fe rtile and hotter than the Surma highlands, the Topossas consider 

Surma land as a safe haven that saves their livestock from death. I I 

The spoil ing of Surma -Toposa relation and worsening of peace si tuation of the Surma 

areas mainly began from 1970s and earl y 1980s.These were the periods when the Topossas 

,who exploited su itable condi tions and incl ined to reside in Surma land. 12 

6. Interview with Ata Zcnebe Beyene, the head of conflict 
Depai-tment of Council of Nationalities, Awassa Dec. 2008 . 
Ibid. 7. 

B. Ibid. 
9. Ibid. 

prevt:ntion and Reso lu tion 

10. Interview with A to Asseffa Nanna, Senior project officer of Mary Corps Ethiopia, 
Awassa, Dec. 200B. 

11. Ibid . 
12. Mexy cops, connict Assessment Report of Bench Maji Zone (2008) P.9 
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CHAPTER THREE 

THE PREVALENCE AND EFFECTS OF CONFLICT I 

3.1 General Remark about SNNPR 

The Southern Nations, Nationalities ancl Peoples State is the home of more thun 56 

nationalities administratively it is organized in to 13 zones, 8 special Woredas, 125 Woredas 

~Uld 22 reform towns. I In like manner to the people or other regions in the cOlUltry, the 

livelyhood of the community basically depends on agricu ltural activ ities. Concerning the 

geographical settlement, there is high density of population both in the highland and semi 

highland areas and relatively less dense population in the pastoralist and semi-pastoralist 

areas. 

The region is internationally bordered by Kenya in the South. the Sudan in the South West 

and internally it is bordered by Gambella partially in the North West ~Uld basically Oromia in 

the East and North2 

Concerning population number and. area coverage the 2007 census of the Regional Statistics 

and Population office est imate shows, thc region covers an area of 110, 931.9 square 

kilometer. And the number of population reached 15.1 million, which amounts 21 % of the 

total population of the country3 

In the 2001 revised Constitution of the regional governmcr.t body includcs: the Legislative, 

Executive and Judicial organs.4 The administration is organized in to zones, special woredas. 

woredas, and in to kebeles both in rural areas and towns. It also states whenever necessary 

the Regional Council has the mandate to add new more administrative structure and can 

determine their duties and responsibilities . Based on this it has organized new woredas and 

kebeles in the 2006 budget year and facilitated its implementation. 

1. In terview with Ato Zcncbe Bcycne Head of Conflict Prevention and Resolution Department of the 

Regional Council ofNalionalitics. 

2. The map showing SNNPRS Adminis trative Units. 

3.. Regional Stati stics report 

4 . Art.50. 64 and 72 of the revised constitution of2001. 
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3.2 Prevalence and Effects of Conflict in SNNPR 

3.2.1 Introduction 

According to information I have collected from different sources conflicts of different nature 

and magnitude happened in SNNPR for the last 18 years in four directions of the region due 

to different and very conmlon causes of conflict. If one moves from North to the Southern 

pat1s of the region he or she will tind a contlict which is different in nature and its cause 

because the communities residing in the two directions of the region are totally different in 

their life style. The Southern atld South West pm1 of the region is dominantly inhabited by 

pastoralist communities and the Northern part is occupied by non pastoralist communities. 

Thus due to the difference in life style the nature and causes of conflict in the two areas are 

mostly different. 

Similarly, if one crosses the region from cast to west the reason and sourccs of conflict in thc 

region is almost different. In the North West, part of the region like in Keffa and Sheka the 

main type of conflict is .due to marginalization and stigmatization where as in the Eastern and 

N0l1h East part since most of the z?nes and Woredas are dominantly occupied by subsistence 

fanners besides being bordered by Oromia regional state, as a result , contlict due to unclear 

demarcation and resource competitions among the communities of the two regions have been 

very common. 

Whatever the nature and causes of conflict in the region all types of conflict have their own 

effects on the habitants of the region. During conflict, depending on the level of the conflict 

people residing the area will face different problems including mass ive . human rights 

violation. The conflict may cost lives of both combatants and civilians. Destruction of natural 

(like forests) and man made properties might be the major effects of the incident in addition 

to displacement of civilians from their permanent residences. 

Therefore to give a clear picture of the nature of connicts in SNNPR and the effects they 

brought 'up 'bn the community at1d the surrounding environments discussing about them is 

unquestionable. 

In this chaptei', I have categorized the SNNPR conflict in to three major categol'ies: Cont1icts 

of the pastoralist communities, which is found in South Omo and Bench Maji zones, conflicts 

due to boundalY demarcation, both external and internal. 
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The former one is connicts of SNNPR zones (lild Wort:das with the counter parts in Oromia 

region. And the latter one is about conflicts with in SNNPR only. The third type focuses on 

conflicts due to marginalization. 

3.2.2 Conflicts in Pastoralist Communities 

3.2.2.1 General 

The situation of conflict in general and the nature, causes, aggravating factors and the effects 

it has on pastoralist communities is almost the same through out the region. Bench Maji and 

South Omo are the two vast Zones considered as pastoralisl meas in SNNPR. The fanner 

shares boundary with KetTa (lild Sheka zones in the NOl1h East, South Omo zone in South 

East and Sudan in the South Wcst, Gambclla regional governmcnt in the North West, Konta 

and Basketo spccial woredas in the east. Whereas the latter shan.:s boundary with KelTn zone, 

Konta and Basketo special woredas in the North, Bench Magi zone in the NOl1h West and 

Kenya in the south.5 

In the pastoralist areas conflicts happen among SlU'ma, Dizi, Minit, Anguak, Nyangatom, and 

the Sudanese Toposa in the Bench Magi zone and among the different ethnic groups in the 

South Omo zone. 

While disclosing the nature of dispute in these communities, at one time it erupts in to 

violence which results in destruction of property, massive violations of human rights 

including loss of life and freezes at another time. Though data was not available on the 

causality happened in the area specifically almost all of the nationalities involved were 

atlected by the contlicts. 

3.2.3 Conflicts in Bench Maji Area 

3.2.3.1 General 

Conflicts in Bench Maji areas usuaJly happen among the Surma, Dizi and Toposa 

conununi.ties. The conflicts between the Surma and Dizi is largely a result of differing life ,. 
style between the agro-pastoral Dizi and mostly pastoral Surma, with the Dizi practicing 

settled agriculture while the Surma practice mobility to sem'ch for grazing land 

5. Supra note 2. 
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Surma who hardly tolerate Topossas tem porary entertainment in their lands, get the ir whole 

ti me accommodation very unbearable. Especiall y the Surma clans ,who were denied access 

to their land became angry .th us ,though they couldn 't totall y evict the Topossas from their 

lands made several cl ashes aga inst them. I] The Topossas who were encouraged by their 

contro l of more lands with re lative ly better resource have continued on their 'pressure on 

Surma, in 1990s. With the aim of exploiting more resources and weakeni.ng the economic 

and fi ghting capaciti es of the Surma, the Topossas intensi fi ed their invasion.14 By 

occupying the Southern and ccntral parts of the Surma woreda, the Tol'.os~ fo rced the 

Sunnas to retreat to Kibishs and to some kebeles of Bero and Maji woredas .15 

These days about 20,000-30,000 Topossas inhabit the fo rmer Surma land in Ethiopia. Some 

Surmas consider that our land has been taken by fo reign forces, and OLlr government is not 

protecting us from their encroachment. In fact the government has made us border 

keepers. 16 

One main reason among others that made Topossas incursion possible was, the removal of 

the Ethiopian border police and military posts from places in 199 1.13efore the remova l, 

during the Imperial and Oergue regime, those ·forces controlled the securi ties of the areas. 

But the regime change, the Oergue subst itut ion by the EPROr, and the subsequent security 

gap whi ch is not fil led by I2 I'RD F, g,IVC opportun ity fo r Topossas an opportunity to push 

their incursion. 17 

The other triggering factor for the conflict in the area is access to small arms. The desire to 

arm one self with fi re arms is a common character among pastoral communities. In addition 

bartering guns to cattle is a long time custom between both communities. Previously both 

communities access to backward rifles like Oimotfore, Belgig, Mortar, etc. Later on, 

especiall y after the presence of SPLA (the Southern Sudan Liberation Army) in Southern 

Sudan, modern automatic weapons became accessible. 

13. Ibid. 
14. Id.P. II 
15. Ibid 
16. Ibid 
17 . Id .P. 12 
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Topossas are in much priv il eged position for ac.cess ing such armaments. Many Topossas 

are armed by bartering cattle with guns at black market. Those who joined SPLM and latter 

fa iled to follow it have modern fire arms and military training. 18 

Some perceive that Topossas incursion, made poss ible by the support it gained from its 

blood relati ve, Niyangatom. Both Toposa and Niangatompeople speak the. sanie language. 

For Surmas these two peoples have strong alli ance against them. · They 'count the 

appoi ntment of some N iangatom individuals at high government oJ'lices in South Sudan 

recently is one good example that show their bond. 19 

Besides that the communities do not only want to keep the cattle they already have. They 

desire to increase their ca ttle possession, even by engaging in ri sky armed rustiings20 Since 

cattle serve as dowry to the bridcs fami ly, Surma men also eagerly participate in catt le 

ra iding. 

Moreover, the break down to the traditional socio-cu ltural norms and the reluctance shown 

by Surma youngsters in obeying the norms and their custodians, the elders aggravated the 

situation.21 These resulted mainly due to the Surma eviction from thei r traditional lands, 

and their fami ly and clan bond fragmentation. As a result they give less at tention to the 

~ayings of their elders. 

Like in the case of Surma-Toposa confl ict the confl ict between Surma and Dizi IS very 

common and interli nked to each other As such the confl ict between the Dizi and the Surma 

can be instigated by the con fli ct between the Surma and Topossa. 

3.2.4 Causes and Triggering Factors of Conflict in South Omo Area. 

Like in the area of Bench M~ji zone conflicts in South Omo zone have some kind of 

similari ty . 

The South Omo zone is inhabited by 16 ethnic groups, which is fou r ti mes the number of 

cthni c groups residi ng in the vast areas of Bench Maji , there has bel'n rec urrent confli cts 

happened in the area both wi th neighboring zones and neighboring countries . 

18. In SN!"J P1~ Bench Mnji Zone, The SlIrmn-Diz,sunnn-Toposa and Su rma-Minit Conflict Assessment 
Report (2005) 

19. Supranote12P.1 2 
20. Ibid. 
21. Supra note 18 P.1O 
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As a pastoralist community the main cause of conflict in the area is due to competition over 

grazing land and water or ambition to posses large stock of animals22 Similar to the case of 

Bench Maji zone communities, the communities or ethnic groups r~siding in the South 

Omo areas value livestock as part of their life. Livestock or herd animals particularly cattle 

serve as a means to pay dowry, which is required to be paid to the families of the bride 

during marriage. 

Moreover the number of cattle one has among the community is used as a means to stratify 

the society.23 The one that possesses more caws has been given more status or his 

possession is considered as a sign of bravitye. To secure such status co wifh in the society 

mostly the males decide to raid cattle from the surrounding groups or neighboring countries 

involving in bloody clashes. Thus incidents of cattle raiding to have more number of 

livestock and subsequent vio lence clashes and killing of each other are the major problems 

persisting in the area. 

The other cause of conflict in the area is discrimination or less valuing of one ethnic group 

from the other.24 For example the Murssi ethnic group undermines the others like Arris and 

the Body undermines the Demas. The base of discrimination is basically on the possession 

of tire arms and li vestock. The Arris and Demas are, since they are farmers don 't posses 

tire arms and livestock's like the pastoralists, thus mostly discriminated by others . 

While elaborating the discrimination in one incident membe!'s of body ethnic group take a 

bell tied on the 11eck of Murssi caw. This was taken as a sign of disrespect to the Murssi 

escalating tinally in to ethnic conflict between the two groups coasting the lives of many 

people. 

The Body discriminates the Murssi by labeling them as Bacha, or fish eaters. Bachas are 

ethnic minorities who have no live stock and tire arms and depend on tishing for their 

li velihoods. Anyone can si mply assault them since they are powerless to protect them 

se lves25 

22. Conflict Assessment Conducted by Meray corps Ethiopia in south Orna Zone, 2004. p. 12 
(Mercy, corps documentation) 

23. Ibid. 
24. Ibid. 

25. Id. P. 14 
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The other contlict 111 the area is between Hamer and Dasenech ethnic groups. Mostly 
Hamers resided in dry land areas in comparison with relatively wet land of Dasnechs. 
During dry season the Hamers, move to the land of Dasenech for search of grazing land. In 
this case Dasneche's prepare themselves to grab the li vestock of I-lamers, which leads in to 
violence contlict coasting many li ves 26 

The other related factor wh ich aggravates eonJlict in the area is theft or I('oting of animals 
or other relevant mate ri als fo r their survival. For instance in one incident between Karo and 
Niangatom ethnie groups,27 a boat belonging to the tonner group was stolen, by the later. As 

-- , a result different measures were taken coasting loss of life and dest ruction of valuable 
properties. 

The other cause and factor which aggravates contlict in the area is superstition or false 
beliefs wi th in the different ethnic groups, in which if one kill s the other the killer becomes 
richer. Led by such ass umption there was a continuous killing of each other among the 
ethnic groups in the area. 

The most important factor which allowed the persistence of contl ict in the area is the 
culture of retaliation or revenge.28 At one time in the past the Hamers invaded the Dasenech 
and ki lled a number of people si nce then every child of Dasenech is to ld that Hamers are 
their enemies who killed their fathe rs even when their fathers are d ied from natural illness. 
Hence a child from Dasenech has always intention to have fire arms and take revenge 
action against I-Iamers. 

Access to fire arms is the other thing which invites violent con tlict among the pastoralist 
grollps29 Even the type and modernity of fire arms varied from time to time. During the 
ancient time they used ve ry trad iti onal types of fi re arms and used very limited number of 
arms .However, since 200 I they used very modern types of arms and increased their 
number. The possession of such fire arms by each individual initiates them specially 
youngsters for looting and killing. Similarly, cu lture of drinking local alcohols is another 
factor which intensifies con Jli ct among the pasto ra li st communi ty30 

26.Id P. IS 
27.lbid. 
28. Id . P.16 
29. Ihid 
30.Abbinik, J.Violence and the crisis of conciliation suri, Dizi and the state in South west Ethiopia in Africa (2000) P.S27 
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While drinking,. indiv id uals are killi ng each other for ·simple insult between them in 

pastorali st communi ty clan leaders have great role either in esca lating or de-escalating 

conflicts wi th in or betwecn communities. Because they have equal acceptance both by the 

govern ment and the community.31 And also they are aware of what is go ing on in thei r 

localiti es. The lootcrs clo their acti vity with the consent of the ir clan leaders. They o ften 

bless and send them fo r 100ting.32 So the positive contribution of clan . leaders is very 

important for peaceful co ex istence of the communi ty33 

The traditional ro lcs of women are another factor which escalates confli ct among the 

pastorali st commun ity. They encourage yo ungsters to go and kill others. They praise others 

who already ki lled. The communi ty gives special respect fo r the wife ora killer. 

3.3.1 Conflicts due to Boundary Demarcation. 

3.3.1.1 General. 

As stated elsewhere 111 the paper, confli cts have occurred in SNN PR due to unclear 

demarcation of boundary or absence of clear demarcation. These can be External or 

Inte rnal. External conllicts are, confl icts happening between zones, woredas and special 

woredas of SNNPR with Oromia Region and vise versa .Internal confli cts are, conflicts 

between or among zones, wurcdas and spec ial woredas within SNNPR (one region) . 

While looking at the heterogenei ty of ethn ic groups li ving in SNNPR bes ides the absence 

of c lear demarca tion of boundari es one can estimate the chall enge the region encounters 

within itself and with the surrounding region. 

The absence of clear demarcation among diffe rent zones, woredas and special woredas 

within the rcgion and with the Oromiu regional state counterparts has been servi ng as a 

cause of confl ict in addition to other factors in the SNNPR context, resulting senous 

violation of human rights, including loss of life and destruction of properties on the 

communities li vi ng near the boarders. In the following section we wi ll see the detail s of 

each type. 

31. Ibid . 

3 2. Ibid. 

33. World Bank, The Roles of women in Resolving Connict in Africa, (200 I) 1'.33 
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3.3.2. External ConfliCts in SNNPR 

Incidents of vio lent external conflict due to boundary demarcation in SNNPR has happened 

with the Oromia region at different times specifically with Hadiya,Sidama,Silte and 

Guraghe zones and Yem ,Alaba,BUlji and Amaro special woredas , because all these zones 

and Woredas share boundary with the Oromia region in the North East parlof SNNPR. 

3.3.2.1 Conflicts of Guraghea zone With Oromia Region 

Guraghea zone is located in the Northern upper part of the SNNPRJ4 It is bordered by Yem 
.. , 

special woreda in the West, Hadiya and Silte zones in the South while the re~aining most 

part of it shares boundary with the Oromia Regional State35 The present· Guraghea zone 

formerly was under the then Chabo and Guraghea Awraja and later on it was structured as 

Guraghea zone including Siltea.36 However, following the identify issue raised by the Silte 

ethnk groups , Silte and Guraghea are independently organized at zonal level. 

The total area of Guraghea zone is 5,932Km2
.
37 According to the data from the regional 

population and Statistics Office, the total population of the zone as of 2005 is estimated at 

1,577,000. The zone is inhabited by the three ethnic groups, namely Guraghea, Kebena and 

Marako each speaki ng their own distinct language. The Guraghea zone is divided into 12 

woredas . The Guraghea ethnic groups inhabits all Woredas of the zone while Kebena and 

. I lH Mareko ethnic groups are found in Kebena and Mareko Woredas respective y: 

Christianity and Islam are the dominant religion practiced in the zone. 

The major causes of conflict in Guraghea zone is primarily political mainly emanating 

from boundary issues . Internal boundary disputes often arise with neighboring zones of 

Hadiya and Siltea in the region and external boundary dispute with the Oromia Regional 

State. 

34. Supra note 1 

35. Ibid . 

36. IwlNnlu/h ·fl'I.LOM· Y"hC n.·)· n·/·(.·n. 1") 1"/'ilf1ilf1 1"7"1.'+ ') " )0/' " nn /. :", (1996 'I.Y") 'I~' 6 

37 . Ibid. 

38. Ibid . 
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The boundary di spute with the Orom ia Regional State is one of the major problem areas in 

the zone. As a case in point Guraghea Nationalities residing the area from Kure Meda up to 

Gor incl udi ng Meskan. Beon were made to be part of the Oromia administration Similarly 

residents of Oarge and Warghe areas in Oromia Region were demanding to be delineated to 

Sodo Woreda of the Guraghe zone. 39 

The other instance with the Oromia Regional State especially in the localities of Bebata up 

to Assela Elo. In 2005 resident of Oromia entered into the Guraghe zone and ploughed 17 

hectares of land with teff at these localities. 
. ~ 

Similarly in June 2005, there was a resettlement activity in Oromia by moving people from 

Harar to West Shm zone. As a result hou~es of the residents (Guraghe) who used to live in 

the area for long time were put to fire . When the victims went to Ambo (zone capital of 

West Shoal for appeal, they were put in prison .4o Moreover, the informant added, 13 

hectares of land in Oalge town which belongs to the Guraghe zone was' confiscated by 

Oromia. There was also major incidence of clash in 1994 between residents of the zone and 

Oromia. The problem was severe and the people of Guraghe were highly dissatisfied with 

the ex isting situation of boundary issue with the Oromia Regional State. 

3.3.2.2 Conflicts of Hadiya Zone with Oromia Region 

Hadiya is one of the zones found in the SNNPR. It silare boundary with the Guraghe zone 

in the North , Yem special woreda in North-West, Siltea zone in North-East, Kembata

Tembaro zone in the South, Alaba Special woreda and Siraro woreda of the Oromia 

Regional Government in the South-East. 41 

The Hadiya zone is administratively divided into seven woredeas, namely Misha, Beda

Wacho, Limu, Soro, Gibe, Shashago and Ouna all of wh ich are mainly inhabited by the 

Hadiya nationalty42 According to the Regional population and Statistics office data of 

2007, the total population of the zone is 1,298,736 and its total area is 3,850.2km2 which 

shows population density of 337 people per km2. 

39. Supra note 36 .8 

40.1b;d 

4 1.Map of SNNPR attached a t the back 
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One of the major causes of confli ct in the zone is related to demarcation of boundary. There 

was a long standing boundary dispute wi th Oromia in the adjacent Badawacho woreda 

while the Hadiya nationality in Siraro woreda of Oromia have been demanding to be 

delineated with the Hadiya zone. However the problem remained pending for the last 17 

yea rs which had gradua ll y damaged the feel ing of the peopl e . ~3 Al though 30 kebe les in 

Siraro woreda had requcsted to tra nsfer to the Hadiya zone s ince 1998, the effort 

commenced ' to address the issue was paused as a result of the Ethio-Eariterian war and 

since then further efforts were not made. Similarly although meeting was scheduled to 

discuss over the boundary issue with Oromia and Alaba special woreda b-y gathering the 

concerned community members, the effort was not successfu l owing to the reluctance on 

the part of Oromia.44 

The Hadiya nationalities in the di sputable area of Siraro woreda were faci ng a number of 

problems for the reason of demand ing their legitimate right. In thi s area the right to use 

mother tongue as medium of ed ucation was violated contrary to the constitution of the 

country.45 

The other problem 111 the area was thc movement of criminals in the di sputable areas. 

Criminals who committed offense on one side move to the other side to look fo r shelter. 

The Hadiya nationa lities demarcated to Oromia had demanded their consti tutional rights 

and appealed to the regional and federal governn)ents. Rather than respond ing to thi s 

legi timate demand, the people were labeled as OLF and faced a number of troubles.46 

In the area there were many factors which account for aggravation of conflict. The present 

demarcation of the boundary was made based on linguistic affi liation as per the constitution 

of the ·country.· In the past, however, the boundary was demarcated through an oath 

concluded between the people in whom a black bull was slaughtered as a test imony for 

thei r cOlllm itment to the oath. It was the vio lat ion of thi s oath that aggravated con fli ct 47 

43. Supra note 42 P.7 

44. Ibid. 

45. Ibid 

46. Id P.9 

47.Ibid 
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Accordingl y, the problem mainly emanated from the demarcation activity conducted 

without consulting the elders, analyzing the root cause of the conflict and involving the 

concerned people. Since the demarcation was simply made by gathering ihe people to vote 

for joining one or other woredalzone, a number of problems had emerged. For instance, the 

Hadiya ethnic groups who voted to be delineated with the other zone are raising problems 

of education and traveling long distances for administrative matters . 

3.3.2.3 Conflicts of Sidama Zone with Oromia Region 

The Sidama zone is located in the Eastern part of the SNNPR. The zone shares boundary 
, ~ 

with the Oromia Regional Government in the North-East, South-East and South-West 

Wolayita zone in the Northwest, Lake Abaya in the South-West and Gedio zone in the 

South.4R The total area of the zone is 6,972.1 km2 while its total population according to the 

2007 data of the Regional Population and Statistics Office is 2,855,000. 

The present Sidama zone in the past was known as the Sidama Awraja. Presently the zone 

is structured into twenty one woredas with the regional Capital-Awassa :also serving as 

. I f' I 49 capita 0 t le zone. 

The zone is mainly inhabited by the Sidama nationality. In term ' s of religion , majority of 

the population are followers of the protestant, Catholic, Orthodox and Muslim religion and 

others exercise the traditional worship practice. 50 

The Sidama zonc mainly sharcs boundary with the Oromia Regional Government through 

Bore, Adola, Lansanbo, Kokosa, Korole, Shashemene, Wondogenet and Siraro Woredas. 

Similarly it shares boundary with the adjacent zones of Wolayita and Gedio.51 The causes 

of confl ict in the zone can be categorized in to the following four groups. 

The Sidama nationalities are serious on issues of land and maintaining the ·boundary intact 

is considered to be the major concern among others; The Zone possesses large resources of 

li vestock as a result of which confl ict arises over pasture land and grazing; there is sense of 

bravery inherited fro m ancestors. Hence an individual wants to prove that he is 

except iona ll y brave by killing somebody else52 

48.Supra note 41 
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In fact , the attitude is backward and not acceptable to God . The revenge may include 

destroying the properties of those \vho are made target of the revenge and other violent 

acts .53 

For the last 17 years, according to the informants, there have been a cOlitinuous dispute 

and violence with the adjacent Siraro woreda of Oromia in Awassa town vicinity. Similarly 

a seri ous conf'/i ct happened between Sidama zone and Oromia regional state at Wondogenet 

woreda in December 2008. In thi s inciden t of conflict many people are .killed from both 

sides of the community, properties are also destroyed, houses are burned and people are 

killed. This is among the recurrent conflicts in the area. In Feb.200S refere,ndl\m has been 

carried out to delineate some kebeles to Oromia and others to SNNPR. as a result 4 kebeles 

delineated to Oromia and 9 to SNNPR.54 

The major reason for sustaining of the problem was related to different factors. One of the 

major aggravating factors is the tendency to replace the principle of self-administration by 

narrow nationalism.55 

The ex istence of forest land that is not used for farming on either side is the other factor 

which sllstai ned the confli ct. Whenever cattle' s belonging to one of the parties enter into 

thi s fo rest. the othcr party takes it to its s ide. Moreover the exis tence of sa lty water call ed 

Ora between the borders that are high ly demanded for li vestock is al so another factor of 

conflict. 56 

movement of fire ann s such as guns and pistils in the area, absence of adherence to the rule 

of law. fa ilure to hand over murderers and other criminals to law by the kebele 

administrative strllctures on both sides were mentioned to be the major problems. 57 

3.3.2.4 Conflicts of Siltea Zone with Oromia Region 

The Siltea zone is one of the zones found in the North-western part of the SNNPR. As per 

the data obtained from the regional population and Stati stics office, the total area of the 

53 . Id ., p. 6 

54. In terview with Ato Temesgen , ConIlict officer of Oromia Region (January.2008) 

55. supra note 49 P.8 

56. Ibid 

57 .Ibid 
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zone is estimated at 2,537.5 km2 while its tota l population as of 2007 was 774,5595 5 For a 

long period of time the presen t S iltea zone was part of the then Chabo and Guraghe Awraja 

and latter on it was structured as part of the Guraghe zone. 58 However following the 

identify issue raised by the people in 2001 and the referendum subsequently held, Siltea has 

been organ ized as separate zone from that of Guraghe. 59 

The Siltea zone is organized in six woreda all of which are entirely inhabited by ·the Siltea 

ethnic groups. About 90% o f the Siltca people are followers of the Muslim.'religion60 

Following the change of government, confli ct over a boundary arose in the )(ear 1992/93 on 
. . . 

the borders with Oromia in Lanfaro and Siltea woredasand a total of 86 people died and 

100 houses were burnt as a result of the violence that followed the conflict.61 The situation, 

however, graduall y put under control as a result of the intervention by the federal 

government. Yet, however, the ex istence of fire arms illegally possessed by some 

individuals, aClS of robbery and shortage of land are factors that contribute to the 

prevalence of violence in the zone.62 

With respect to the boundary dispute wi th Oromia, the informant generally highlighted the 

essences of the problem in the manner outlined below :-

1. Di spute arises following the attempt to expand territori es and hence the boundary 

di spute between Siltea zone and Oromia Region needed the attention of the Federal 

govern me n t. ; ('3 

2. The boundary di spu te ari ses as a result of improper delineation and implementation 

in which case confli ct arises over the use of lanel in between that is not clearly 

demarcated to either sides; 64 

3. Therc were some acts of looting the properties of Siltes by the Oromos, and a 

known rich man was died in such act. 65 

58 nn·nl·n/ "/h/·n,t.. I.~M· Y"hC n.·)· Mill. WI \' ·I·MM \'"I"J~·) · ·h·I·'; a"I.:" 1 1996~ .Y"1 'I~· 3 

59. Ibid. 

60.Id. P.4 

61.Ibid . 

62.Jbid. 

63.Intcrview with Ato Zenebc Bclaye ,head of Conflict Prevention and Resolution Department of Council 

of Nationalities 

64.1bid. 

65.1hid. 
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4. Potential risk of confl ict was evident between Adami Tulu woreda of the Oromia 

region and Lafnero woreda of Si lte zone as a number of kebeles in these woredas 

share boundary. Moreover the existence of some individuals who attempt to 

instigate violence among the people in these boundary areas made the ri sk of 

. I h' I 66 VIO ence very Ig1. 

5. Oromos residing in Siltea and Alaba had some demands, but no pody had given 

them attention to solve their problems. Similarly the Siltea ethnic:groups who live 

in the areas called Wanti Badeti believe that they did not get the opportunity to 

exerc ise their right to self-determiantion as that of the other Siltea. 67' 

Efforts made by elders of Oromia and Si ltea to resolve the boundary dispute between the 

lwo had not been successful. Because, the problem was critical and needs to be addressed 

by the political leaders of the two regional governments, later on however the problem had 

been solved by the collaborated efforts of the community68 

3.3.2.5 Connicts of Alaba Special Woreda with Oromia 

Abba is one of the special woredas found in the SNNPR. It shares boundary internally with 

Siltea zone in the North , Hadiya and Kambeta- Tembaro zones in the South and the Oromia 

Regional State in the East.69 According to the Regional population and Statistics Office 

data of 2007, the total population of Alaba special ~oreda is 204,254 and it total area is 

855km2 which shows population dens ity of 239 people per km2
• 

Acco rding to the discussion held with an expert in the area dispute, over pasture land with 

adjacent woreda of Oromia Region and incidences of looting were the major causes of 

conflict in the woreda. A total of 300 people from Alaba side died following the violence 

that arose between Alaba spec ial woreda and Si raro woreda of Oromia Regional State in 

1991 7 0 Since then there are occasional con f1icts in the· area. 

66. Ibid 

67 . Ibid. 

68. Ibid. 

69. Map of SNN PR allachcd at the back 
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Even in Jan .2008 there is violent conflict between Alaba and Oromia regional state in 

which destruction of property and loss of life happened as usual. Whi le identifying the 

causes of the conflict, it was an individual conflict which finally escalated into inter group 

conflict .As a result houses of Alaba residents are burned people are killed.from both sides 

and many c ivi lians are displaced following the incident, the regional governments of both 

are trying to solve the problem in coll aboration with the federal government: 71 

Like othcr con flicts in the reg ion, the conflict between AJaba and Oromia 'is aggravated by 

many factors . One of the triggcring facto rs is the urge of Oromos on Abba ethnic groups to 

convert their identity, into Oro mo. 'They threaten the Alabas to evacuate ';he 'land unless 

converted since the land according to them belongs to Oromos. 72 

The other factor wh ich aggravates the boundary confl ict is the act of cattle raids at the 

border areas which often lead to violence.73 

3,3,2,6 Connicts of Yern Special Woreda with Orornia Region 

Yem is one of the special woredas found in the SNNPR, It shares boundary with the 

Guraghe zone in the North East and Hadiya zone in South East, and Jimma zone of the 

Oromia Regional State in the Northwest. 74 

Accord ing to the Regiona l Popul.ation and Statistics Office data of 2007, the total 

population of thc special woreda is 18 1,508 and its total area is 2,234.3 which show 

populat ion density of 85 people per km2
. 

The people of Yem and Oromo have long hi story of relationship and inter-marriage. 

Howcver since 1991 contlict has arisen following the demand of the Yem people to be 

delineated to the SNNPR. Although issue of demarcation has been on the agencla since 

1992, no solution is given to the problem as a result of which it became the cause of 

conniet in the area .7 ' 

7 1.lbid. 

72. [d.PA 

73, lbid. 
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During the demarcation of boundary made between Oromia Regional State and Yem 

woreda in 1993, among a nu mber of kebe les that requested to be deli neated to the SNNPR, 

15 kebeles were delineated as part of the Yem special woreda while the case of other 

kebeles was decided to be settled through referendum. 76 However s ince ' the referendum 

process was te rmi nated , three kebeles, namely Sokoru , Gadelkelta and Wangengna 

conti nued with their request strongly demanding to be delineated to SNNPR77 
. 

Similarly on October 2511992 the people of Sokoru decided to be part of.the SNNPR. The 

decision was also endorsed by the two regional states. However for some unknown reason 

the decision has not been implemented as a resu lt of which the people ,¥er~ exposed to 

va ri ous types of problem. The people are not allowed to co llect firewood and graze thei r 

li vestock and also there were cases in which individuals were stabbed to death. 75 When the 

victi ms try to appeal, they do not accept the app lication claming that it should be written in 

Latin (alphabet used for writi ng the Oromo language). Moreover the applicants will be 

imprisoned at Agaro which is far away from Ji mma. 78 

While elaborating the problem, Residents of Chaka area could not go to Deneba market and 

similarly those in Wangesho area who identified themselves as Yem are assaulted and 

every night individuals are harassed at thei r home. 79 

Forest in the area that can worth around Birr 80,000 was cleared and the land had been 

given to ind ividuals. On the other hand, ethnic Yen;s are not al lowed to buy or construct 

residential houses. Some are deprived of their farm lands and their livestock are blocked 

from grazing ou the land. Teachers and Development Agents working for the Yem people 

were not allowed to move and undertake their activities. Some of them were bitten while 

they are on the way to their duty80 

76. Ibid 
77. Id.P.4 
78. Ibid 
79. Ibid. 
80. Ibid 
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During the 1995 and 2000 national elections armed policemen from Oromia destabilized 

the election process in the area and the situation was put under control through intervention 

of the federal armed forces. Similarly in 1996 election documents sent for the Sokoru 

woreda was Forcibly taken by policemen from Orom ia, and the informant similar problem 

could occur in 2005 election process. 81 

The absence of supremacy of law and the subsequent violation of 11<lman rights, and 

searching individual houses without permission from court are the other problem 

encountered. Though the constitution allows the rights to use mother tongu.e a~ medium of 

ed ucation, this is not im plemented in the area. Some derogatory terms are also attached to 

the Yem people. On the occasion of public holidays the people were insulated and bullets 

were fired to frustrate them. They say "you should be under our administration; otherwise 

you should leave the area".R2 

3.3.3 Internal Conflicts in SNNPR 

General. 

As discussed hereinbefore conflicts of different nature and magnitude happened in SNNPR 

with the Oromia Region. Similarly internal conflicts had happened in SNNPR among the 

different Zones and Woredas of the region. 

Depending on the lifestyle and geographical settlement of communities causes and 

aggravat ing factors of confli ct varies. If we take two Woredas in the lowland areas like 

Surma and Dizi the major cause is due to competition over pasture and grazing land to feed 

their cattle. This al so might be a cause for conflict in other parts of the region though it may 

not be as such prevalent. If one goes to Northwest part of the region discrimination against 

certain grou ps might be the root causes of the conflict in the area. This doesn ' t ind icate the 

absence of confl ict due to grazing land and pasture but it is not as prevalent as to the 

pastoralist community. 

8 1. Id. P.6 

82 .lb id . 
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So from th is it is possible to look at the varity of causes and aggravating factors of conflict 

through out the region . Thus what ever the causes of conflict in the region, internal 

conflicts happened among zones and woredas in SNNPR. In the following part internal 

conflicts between Wolyita and Sidama, Gurage and Si lte Woredas wi ll be presented to 

show the prevalence and its effects. 

3.3.3.1 1ntemal conflicts a mon g Sid ama,Wolyita,S iltea,Guraghea and Hadiya 

zones 

Boundary di spute between Wolyita and Sidama Woredas revealed itself d,uring transition 
'. , 

period in 1998.At the time Abaya kebele was under the administration of dale woreda of 

Sidama Zone where as Chakere kebele was under the administration of Wolayita zone 

Howmbo woreda84 

However nationality of Sidama were under the administration of Wolayita zone Whombo 

Woreda due to the fact that they were living on the lands of Wolayita, similarly Wolayita 

nationality were under the administration of Sidama for the same reason.85 

The major causes of conflict in these areas were associated with demand for possession of 

more land. The confli ct in the area was aggravated when investors entered the locality from 

both sides. According to the info rmants the land given to investors licensed on both sides 

lies within the admini stra ti on of the Sidama zone. The situation was intensified by the fact 

that both groups consider each other as opponent and one suppresses the other. Even in 

administrative pos ition at regional level the president was from Sidama and the vise

president was from Wolayita.This power tension between the two dominant ethnic groups 

served as a catalyst to intensify the tension between the two. 

Then the issue was di scussed by the administrators of the two zones in 2000 following 

which the regional administration passes decision that left Chakere kebele to Whombo and 

those community under the Abaya kebele to be delineated with Dale woreda. 

84 , Ibid 

85. Ibid 
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Ultimately, howeve r the then administrator of the Wolayita zone r~sisted the dec ision 

claiming that the land in Abaya area belongs to Wolay ita. He then proposed that on ly areas 

of the Abaya locality inhabited by Sidamas should go to Dale woreda of ihe Sidama zone 

while the rest should be delineated with the Wolayita zone. 86 

Sidamas on the other hand claim that their boundary extends up to Bi late River while 

Wolayita insists that since majo rit y of workers on the state farm in the area are nationality 

of Wolayita, the administration of the loca lity should be given to the .Wolayita zone. 
'. 

Ultimatel y, however, the land was de li neated with the S idama zone. The in formants also 

highlighted some factors that led to violence in the area. They ment ioned that investors 

engaged in the area tend to push farmers on both sides. Although the boundary was 

delineated, the Wolayita zone settled a number 'of retired so ldiers on the holding of the 

Sidama farmers at the locality of Abaya. This move on the side of the Wolayita zone was 

strongly opposed by the Sidama. While this dispute was pending, change of officials in the 

regional administration look place. This was followed by malicious propaganda in the 

Awassa town that Wolay ita is to administer the Sidamas and Sidamas expelled Wolayita. 

The propagandas gradually took root down to the communi ty level resulting in severe 

violence of May 21, 200 1 that e1a imed the life of a number of people from both sides. On 

th ird day of the violence, ill egal demonstration was staged at the Awassa town in which 

again a number of people were killed. 87 

Negotiations were made to amicably so lve the problem through the regiona l administration. 

During the forum created to di scuss on the issue both parties presented the seriousness of 

causalities sustained on their side. 

The other issue raised as cause of confl ict was related to administrative structure of zone. In 

this regard the demand for restructuring the zone ii1to Regional administration and the 

subsequent violence occurred on May 24, 2002. According to the info rmants one of the 

reasons behind the demand was interest of individuals who want to benefit fro m the 

situat ion. One of the major factors which intensify the situation in the area was lack of 

adequate awareness on the essence of self-administration. 88 

86.ld .P.S 

87 1b;d 

88 Ibid. 
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Another violence happened in Awassa town was based on an idea entertained on the 

ad mini strative status of the town. Paper was presented in relation to urban reform program. 

However the paper presented the problems encountered by Awassa town for ten 

consecuti ve years from 1991-2000. This paper was di scussed by the officials of the Sidama 

zone administration and endorsed by participants of the di scussion. Some groups, however, 

tried to di stort the essence of the paper and di sseminated wrong information89 

In fact, the issue discussed was related to the advantage and disadvantage of raising the 

zone ad ministration of the town to regional government level. However, due to tensions 
.t 

between the Sidama ethnic group and other community living in the region to administer 

the town, considering it as a regional town, helped others to disseminate biased information 

to the cOllllllunities. 

The other issue di scussed was contl ict associated with religion . There was a wide case of 

reli gious contlict in the zone. The prevalence of di spute between followers of the Mekane 

Yesus and Church of Apostl es, contlict between Orthodox and Catholic as well as Muslims 

and Protestants in localities of Awassa, Aroresa, Bensa and Hagere Selam. 

Lack of knowledge and sk ill in the area o f confli ct reso lution , the absence of justice and 

delays in solving certain problems, Failure to handover criminals to law and absence of 

fairness and non-pa1iial ity in attitude, beginning from kebele administrators up to top 

govern ment offi cia ls were considered as major fac tors in intensifying conflicts in the area90 

The major causes of contl ict in the Guraghea, Siltea and Hadiya zones are primarily 

political mainly emanating from boundary issues. Internal Boundary disputes often ari se 

with neighboring zones of I-ladiya and Si ltea in the region. A case in point mentioned by 

the informant was the di spute over large tract of land found in Al icho and Gumer area. 

The di spute arose following the identify issue raised by Siltea ethnic groups claiming that 

they are not Guraghea. As a result the Siltea are organ ized as a separate zone from 

Guraghe. 91 

89. Id . P.6 

90. Ibid. 
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The informants underscored that conflict in the zone lJ:ilially ari ses as a result of some 

deliberate action by the government authorities . A ca5-: in point is the clash between 

Kebena and Guraghe ethnic groups over the Wolkitee tOWIl . Dispute arose in 2001 by the 

kebena and Guraghe ethnic groups. But the di spute was deliberately instigated by the 

government offi cials. The essence of the dispute was stated to be the demand by the 

Guraghea that the kebena ethnic groups do not belong to the area and they should move to 

Aboshange kebe le. Bnt the people were totally unaware of such claim. A~ a result of the 

clashes three men li'om the kebena ethnic groups died in 200 I. 96 

Similarly, the!'e was dispute between residents of Meskan ~Ild Mareko Woredas i'n the zone. 

They explained that the Guraghe zone comprises of three ethnic groups, namely Guraghea, 

Mareko and Meskan. Siltea was also part of the zone before seven years, until it was 

structured as separate zone as a result of the so· called the right to self-administration. 

However, the Si ltea ethnic group members are found ill Meskan and Guraghe woredas. 

Although such problems occur in Guraghe and other zones leading to conflicts, the absence 

of establi shed systems and guidelines for transforming the conflicts is another factor which 

intensifies the situation. 97 

3.3.4. Con flicts dne to Marginalization 

Based on information personally co llected in SNNPR on conflicts due to marginalization, 

such conflicts have occurred through out the region with different extent from place to 

place. Specifically it happened in Keffa, Sheka, Bench Maji, Sidama, South Omo and 

others. However among these the most devastating incident happened in the Southwest part 

of the region, Keffa-Sheka in 1994. E.C. Keffa zone is one of the 13 zones found in the 

South West part of SNNPR .It shares boundary with Sheka zone, Bench Magi zone, Konta 

special woreda and Oromia Regional Government.98 Structurally it has 10 Woredas and 

192 kebeles out of which 173 are rural and 19 are urban kebeles.99 

96. Ibid . 

97.Ibid . 

98.Map of SNNPR attached at the back of the paper 
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The total areas of the zone is estimated to be 111 ,206 hectare inhabiting 800,000 people, 

out of whom 91 % reside in rural areaswo The ind igenous inhabitants of the zone are 

Ke lTa, Nao, Chara, ancl the Menja c lan which ethnica lly belongs to the keffa 

National ity.Amhara, Kambata, Tigrea, Bench and other Nationalities are among the people 

who live together with the indigenous communi ty. lol 

Accord ing to the research, the major confl ict in thi s zone is in one way or the other related 

to the Menja people. The Menj as are highly neglected and were not ben'eficiaries of any 

political and socio economic developments. The research further states that there are also 

other clans ca lled Faki who have been neglected in like manner. 102 

The study confirms that cases of serious violence happened in 2002 at Washiro kebele of 

Bitta woreda was related to an act of discrimination targeted to the Menja community. 

While elaborating the point "Representative of the Menja people from Washiro kebele 

mentioned the reason behind the above violence at the local ity, the main cause of the 

violence was discrimination against the Menj a people. He further elaborated the people 

consider us, as slave or speaking too l, and we are not allowed to use common fac ilities for 

food and dri nks and to enter some bodies house while even our dogs have such rights. He 

explained that they have been to ld to evacuate their birth place .. . it is this situation which 

led us to enter in to confl ict.,,103 

Another interviewee from Chana locality while explaining the discrimination: he said that 

we are not allowed to enter bars and restaurants or any body houses .Similarly; we are not 

allowed to get urban lands in Sheshenda town to construct houses in which our chi ldren can 

have access to education. 104 

The Menja communities also are discriminated from religious perspective; they complain 

that they are not allowed to worshi p with Orthodox people in the same church. Similarly 

the Muslim community put the same pressure denying the constitutional right of the Menja 

community. This attitude has prevai led from the time of Emperor Haileeseelassea to 

present with keffa communi ty. 105 

100. lhid 
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Accord ing to one informant fro m Menja community, the Menjas are required to stop eating 

pork and be baptized because he who baptized will be saved. He also proposes the keffa 

. h . M· . I~ communIty as to recogl1l ze enJa as Its part. 

While looking the evolution of the conflict some improvements are made in the zone. One 

reli gious representative from Orthodox Church stated that, the church believes in salivation 

through bapti sm, hence tcaches them to be baptized. He further states that, Gimbo district 

Orthodox Church up to now baptized 288 Menja people and have a ~trong vision to 

strengthen the beginning. The informant denied the accusation that priests hold two 

separate crosses one for the Menja and another for the Keffa community. 107 'In like manner 

the Muslims indicated the fact that no di scrimination is made among its fo llowers. 

The improvement also has continued in academic areas as we ll. One student explain ing the 

situation stated that the discrimination has decreased in academic environment in 

compari son with social areas. The contribution of teachers is very significant; they 

encourage students from Menja community, provide educational materials, and also request 

others to assist them. If such assistances are given, large number of students from Menja 

community wi ll be motivated to attend schools. IDS 

Different measures are taken by governmental and non governmental organizations III 

collaboration to avert the situation. To strengthen the economic situation of the Menja 

community and to make them beneficiaries of political and , social development, a project 

has been prepared. Conference has been held by the Ministry of justice at different level of 

ad ministration invo lving government leaders and community representatives of Menja 

people. 109 

The other important measure taken is participating Menja people in social services. For 

instance 11 studcnts from the minority group has got the opportunity to involve in teachers 

training institute in two consecutive years.Similarly, 18 members joined the police, land is 

given to those who have no the ir won holding, campaign has al so being made to allow them 

to enter restaurants and bars to be served equall y with others. 

l06. ld. P.7 

l07.lbid 

lOS. lbid. 

109Id.p.S 
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To this effect the contribution of Action Aid Ethiopia is paramount; it brought its 

experience in Daowro zone on awareness creation. As a result the people ofMenja have got 

the opportunity to involve in soc ial , political and economic activities of the zone. IIO 

In general to mitigate the violent conflict in the Keffa zone the government has to 

strengthen its effort on conflict prevention and human rights protection. Specifically, the 

work of the local administration in building capacity oUhe Menja people and measures of 

Action Aid Ethiopia on awareness creation, human rights protection and 'good governance 

has to be strengthened. 
. ~ 

3.3.5 Conflicts due to Marginalization in Sidama zone 

The other important case of conflict due to marginalization relates to the Sidama Hadicho 

ethnic group. The informants from the representatives of the community asserted that 

Sidama is one national ity. However there are three classes of clan known as upper, middle · 

and lower classes. Sidamas, according to the informants, have their own established system 

that ensures peace and reconciliation. However owing to the impacts of the past regimes, a 

caste system that despises those engaged in handicrafts occupation such as clay making, 

blacksmith, etc, begun to develop as in other parts of the country. The Hadicho ethnic 

group were made the target of such caste system by limited group of the community. III 

As a result they are considered as inferior and claim to be oppressed. The tendency of 

conflict, according to the informants, was observed during the period 2001-2002 following 

the publication of books on the ethnic group by two individuals. Although there were 

improvements observed as a result of efforts made on the part of the government, there is 

still problem of attitudinal change.1I2 

The informant from the zonal administration also mentioned the identity issue raised by the 

Sidama Hadicho ethnic group and establishment of the so called Sidama Hadicho 

Organization during 2000-2001 to the effect. 

IIO.lbid. 
111.Supra note 84. p. 6 
112.lbid 
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According to the informants, the problem was not genuine case of the Sidama people but 

rather a program instigated by some officials to divide the Sidama people. 

They further asserted that Hadicho is one of the clans in the Sidama nationality having the 

same history, culture and speaking the same language with the remaining clans of the 

Sidama people. However, according to the informants, there are cultural problems related 

to superiority or inferio rity complexes. Although in the past the culture did not allow inter 

marriage with the Hadicho clans, the situation is improving especially with the coming of 

Christianity. The situation , accord ing to the informants, is now in a better shape. III 

. '~ .' 

The informants from representatives of the community further indicated that some officials 

at federal and regional levels played key roles in exaggerating the cases of Hadicho just for 

the sake of creating jobs for ind ividual s. They claim that the Hadicho ethnic group is 

oppressed by the Sidama People's Democratic Organization (SPDO). Although this was 

not the case, the former officials were deliberate ly creating problem while the case was not 

that of the people. Although not influential they also established a party called Hadicho 

Democratic Organization (i-IDO). 114 

l I3. lbici. 

114. ld. P.7 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

COLLABORATIVE EFFORTS OF CONFLICT PREVENTION AND 

RESOLUTION PROGRAMS IN SNNPR BOTH BY GOVERNMENT 

AND NON-GOVERNMENTAL BODIES 

Ge neral: 

Conflict management and human rights protection to bring about peace and development in 

the Regional state can be reali zed through coll aborative efforts of both Go!Ver~mental and 

Non-governmental bodies. It requires coord ination and collaboration amo ng all bodies. 

One of the traditional responsibilities of the government is to maintain peace and order and 

to protect the citizens against foreign aggression. I The world is dynamic and changing from 

time to time. Along with change and development of human society a lot is required from 

the Government. The endeavor to maintain peace and order among the citizens is the most 

important and demanding function of the government at all levels. This is mainly because 

of the fact that peace and order is the basis for all things . The so le effort of neither the 

government nor the non governmental bodies may not bring about peace and order to the 

desired level. It always requires cooperation and coord ination among government bodies 

and non government bodies, and society. The SNNPR state could not be out of this realit/. 

The collaboration between the state organs and non state organs in the regional state is 

inevitable for several reasons .Both of these bodies strive for the satisfaction of needs and 

interests of the society to the best possible level .As they are running towards achievement 

of common objectives ,it is proper that they coordinate and cooperate so that there would 

be no duplication and overlapping of activities contrad ictions between them .Moreover 

,cooperation and coordination between these bodies would minimize or if possible avoid 

wastage of scarce resource , which otherwise could have contributed towards development 

ends3 

I. Alfred Stepten, Rethinking Military Politics; (1 988) P. 3 

2. Ib id. 

3. Id. P. 4 
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As far as the state of affa irs in the regional state in relation to col laborative efforts between 
the above bodies is concerned, generall y it has been encouraging .There was an enabling 
environmcnt fo r non gove rn mcntal bod ies to fl ourish in unlimited proportion. However, 
when it comes to human rights protection and confl ict prevent ion things are changing 
especially after the initiation of the draft legislation on civil society organizations by the 
Ethiopian government since February 2008. 

Thus, in this part of the paper I wo uld li ke to discuss the ex istence of government structures 
supported by legal framework, methods employed and major challenges encountered in the 
programs of confl ict prevention and reso lu tion in SNNPR and its effect o~ h~man right ~· --., 
protection. ~ .I 

;/: .' . 
~ r- .l .. 
~ ~ 1Ip .... 4.1 . T he In terplay between Human Rights and Conflict Prevention Programs in th " i2' '''' 
JO~. Southern Na tions Na tionaliti es and peoples state Context I ~ :: ;-
ll; As discussed in de tail in chaptc r two con fl icts Prevention, Rcsolution Programs, and It 

Human Rights Programs have interacted intens ively. One can made a positive or negall • 
influence on the other. Conflict reso lvers may reduce the value for protecting human rights 
and give more attention for reso lvi ng the di spute and stopping the confli ct. On the other 
hand human rights programmers may give more emphasis on condemning human rights 
violations, or on monitoring and reporting of human rights abuses than resolving the 
conflict between the parties. These extreme positions between the two programs have 
created a condeucive environment to affect each other. Especially the reporting of human 
rights abuse had a great impact on the mediation or negotiation processes of the conflicting 
parties. One of the part ies may use as a propaganda the in format ion di sseminated by the 
other. 

When we come two the south context in thi s perspective, the Southern Nations 
Nationalities and Peoples state situation is different from the confli ct at the international 
context. International con fli cts are by nature intensive, persistent and they are very 
compl icated. As a result both conflict prevention/resolution programs and human rights 
programs have to work thcir intensively and persistentl y. It is through thi s situation we can 
observe the impact one has over the other. However in the south context conflict are not as 
such intensive and persistent so we cannot expect such interaction between the above 
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programs. Moreover, I have tried to communicate non-governmental organizations working 

in the area on conflict prevention and resolution programs whether they encountered any 

problem or impact by other programs like human rights protection. First, it is not easy to 

find those organizations in the south context. One organization is Ethiopian Human Rights 

Council , which is working in the region. Even this organization is working on human rights 

monitoring and reporting through out the country as a whole. It has conduded monitoring 

and reporting on conflict prone areas but at that time even conflict prevention programs 

may not be there let alone to create some kind of impact on the others work. 

Therefore, due to the difference in the nature of conflict at the internati~nar and local 

context it has been very difficult to find the interplay discussed in the theoretical part of this 

paper. This situation has encouraged me to give more emphasis on the strengthening of 

conflict prevention and resolution programs by both the government and non-governmental 

organizations in the south context. 

4.1.1. Part one: 

Conflict Prevention and Resolution programs by the SNNPR Government 

General: 

Since its establi shment as an independent government the SNNPR has faced challenges due 

to conilicls prevailing through out the region and with the neighboring regions. As 

discussed in chapter three in detail conflicts of different nature and magnitude have 

happened in the region for the last I t?, years due to the reasons discussed so far. While 

looking at the conflict prevention and resolution programs of the SNNPR government one 

can observe the clear demarcation between the efforts made so far before and after the 

establishment of the Regional Council of Nationality. 

Before its establishment there was no clear idea about conflict prevention and resolution as 

a responsibility and discipline. There was no ¥esingle body assigned to undertake the 

responsibility instead the regional government as a whole was trying its best in the absence 

of sufficient coordination among stakeholders.4 

Where as after its establishment at least there have been possibilities to identify the 

responsible structure supported by legal frameworks / basis. Therefore I took the 

establishment the regional Council of Nationality as a bench mark in the efforts of conflict 

4. Interview with Ato Zenabe Beyen e head of Council of Nationality Dec. (2008) 
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4.1.1 Structures, Legal framework, and methods 
While comparing the period before the establi shment of Council of Nationality and after its 
establishment one can observe relative difference on the whole process of the program. In the 
period before conflicts were totally recognized when they attain their climax.5 At that time 
most of the practitioners do not have the positive perspective about connict, meaning connict 
is an impoliant element for future development if properly managed.6 In contrast conflict was 
considered as a crime and conflicting par1ies were criminals7 This negative attitude about 
contlict invited practitioners and community to resort to legal and administrative measures as 
a so lution for the problem. 

At that time constructive dealing of conflict, which brings the soc iety 111 to the desired 
development was, unthinkable, conflicts were in general handled while atlain'ing its climax. 
The several actors were acting with little coordination. 

Conflict management has been done to a so called firebirgged approach 8 This means 
conflicts are suppressed by force when houses are already burning, li ves are lost, and 
prope11ies are destroyed.9 

Even the immediate period after the establishment of National ities Council in the Region, did 
not bring the expected knowledge, skill and attitudinal change in the regional commwlities. 
Cont1icts were mostly recognizing when violence occurs like the period before. As a result in 
setting, where, traditional cont1ict solving mechanisms were very weak, the administration 
has no sufficient means to address or respond to contlicts as early as possible. 1o 

5. Alfrec!,Stepten, Rethinking Military Politics; (1988) P. 3 
6 . Ibid. 

7. Id . P. 4 

8. Getachew Kenfeshe, The Roles of Council of the Nationalities of the Southern Nations 
Nationalities and peoples Regional State in The Accommodation of Diversity and Conflict 
Resolution:- Challenges and Prospects; (2007); (unpublished) Masters Thesis) P. 34 

9. Ibid. 

10. Ibid . 
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As experiences indicated in the region no systematic knowledge about contlicts was 

available, there were often no proper reports at h(md, the role of responsible bodies were 

unclear, and nearly no body sees a connection between the knowledge and the handling of 

conflicts, because of the lack of sufficient awareness on the part of practitioners and the 

regional communities in general. I I 

As the result, there was no comprehensive approach to collect and analyze data III a 

systematic manner and therefore, no proper analysis to find ways and visions out of the 

contlict were possible.1 2 On the other hand, there were no people trained to handle with 

proper knowledge and skill. 

In general I can say it was a period of darkness for conflict prevention and resolution efforts 

in the region. No one gets clear answer both from practi tioners and community members 

about the roles of different stakeholders, abo ut coordination ro les. and what measures should 

be taken at what level, by whom at least at theoretical level. 

The aftermath of the estab li slmlent of Counci l of Nationality has been a period of relative 

change in the SNNPR context. Now it is not as such diflicult to identify which is the 

responsible organ, what are the mandates of the organ, illld what methods are employed? This 

is also a period we can see relative attitudinal , Knowledge and sk ill changes at least at 

ofiiciallevel though it is not at its expected level. 

The Cowlcil of Nationalities has been establisbed by the regional constitution (Old its duties 

und responsibiliti es are determined by subsequent proclamations issued by the regional 

Council in addition to this constitution. 1J The council of Nationality. whi ch is not found in 

other regional Govemment, is deemed necessary by the regional Council by considering the 

reality in the region as a home of 56 ethnic groups with difference in culture including 

language, representing each Nation Nationality and People in the region by one member in 

the Nationality Counci l. 14 

I I. Alfred Stepten , Rethinking Mili tary Politics; (1 988) P. 3 
, ", 

12. Ibid . . 

13. Id . P. 4 

14. Getaehew Kenfeshe, The Roles of Council of the Nationalities of the Southern Nations 

Mortalities and peoples Regional State in The Accommodation of Diversity and Conflict 

Resolution :- Challen ges and Prospects; (2007); (unpubl ished) Masters Thesis) P. 34. 
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Among the mtUldates provided for the Council of Nationality the following are the most 
important for the points under consideration. The council shall strive to lind solutions to 
disputes or a misunderstanding that may arise between administrat ive unites in the region. IS 

It shall also study di sputes or misunderstandings and boundary demarcations issues with 
neighboring regional governments and submit to the House of Federation and follow up its 
implementation. 16 

The Nationality Council has been empowered to apply both coercive and non coercive 
methods while trying to achieve its constitutional efforts of handling conflict through out the 

• 17 region. 

Considering the nature of these conflict handling mechanisms and how they are manifested 
in our legal systems are the points to be treated beforehand. 
While looking in to the contents of the methods "the coercive methods of conflict l8 

management are those in which the conflicting parties have little or no autonomy to decide 
the matter by them or failed to reach agreement by their own will. In such situation the 
involvement of third parties is the only solution to avert the bad si tuation in to good. This can 
fit in Judiciary, Arbitration or some' times use of military /(lrCe can be part of it depending on 
the type of violence and the level of the conflict. 

Whereas the non coercive methods includes such as Negotiation, Mediation, and l9 

Conciliation. Negotiation is as the name indicates the conflicting p3l1ies will try to solve their 
problem by themselves without the need of intervention by third party. The parties can set 
rules of discussion which governs their di scussion. This method is mostly used by well 
educated communities, and communities who have internalized democratic cultures, 
communities who have understood the benefits of peace for development. 

Where as mediation and reconciliation requires the involvement of third parties lUllike 
negotiation 

15. Alfred Stepten, Rethinking Military Politics; (I988) P. 3 . ":" . 
16. Ibid. 

17. Id. P. 4· 

18. Getachew Kenfcshc, The Roles of Council of the Nationalities of the Southern Nations 
Mortalities and peoples Regional State in The Accommodation of Diversity and Conflict 
Resolution:- Challenges and Prospects; (2007); (unpublished) Masters Thesis) P. 34 

19. Ibid 
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" 

Diplomatic means of settlement d yr. d' . I an JU ICla means of settlements are terms J
) 

interchangeably used for non coercive and coercive means respectively by scholars. 

Diplomatic means as to Akehert includes Negotiation, good offices mediation, inquiry and 
~ ~, -' .. .... - . -

conci li ation; and where as legal means includes Arbitration and Adjudication.18 The main -- • .. - -. 
difference between the two lays on the enforceability of the decision in front of the court. 

The decision given through legal means are legally binding at the court of iaw while a 

decision prearranged through diplomatic method is not legally binding, it d.emands the good 

will of the parties for implementation. 

The Nationalit ies Council is allowed to study the trad itional as well as a modern ways of 

conflict prevention and resolving mechanisms. J9 It is also empowered to study the working -procedures and institutionalize traditional as well as modern conflict prevention & 
-" resolving method. Because, these will help practitioners and communities to learn from 

past experiences and to develop their own context based conflict resolution methods. 

While reading the relevant provisions of the revised constitution and the regional 

proclamation which determines the mandates in general and the methods employed in 

particular, the Council of Nationality has to try all its best to settle the difference in non 

coercive manner beforehand, and, has to rcsort to coercive met~o._~. subse_CJue~t!y.1.~ 

The legal basis also acknowledges the importance of both traditional and modern ways of 

conflict prevention and resolving methods. The modern way of conflict preventing and 

resolving methods do not only mean the judiciary or court system, but it also includes 

alternative di spute resolution methods/ mechanisms. 

17. Id. P.36 

18. Ibid 

19. Art 39 of proc. 60/2003 of SNNPR 

20. Cumulative reading of articles 3, 27,28,29,31, and Art. 59 of the Revised Constitution of 

SNNPR 
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There fore , the writer recommends that alternative dispute resolving mechanism that were 

sought by the law maker wh ile issuing thi s proclamation so~hat it could be institutionalized 

and be used by Counci l of Nationali ties as mechanism to conflict resolving in the region to 

maintain consti tutional order which is the basis of uni ty and strength of Nations 

Nationalities and peoples of the region. 

As di scussed in chapter two, methods employed fo r confli ct prevention and resolution 

programs are different dependi ng on the level and nature of conflict As the nature of 

conflict ind icates, confl ict is dynamic. It passes through processes. It starts with difference 
.\ 

in idea, or disagreements and may ends with destruction of property and loss of life 

depending on the situation. Thus depending on the level and nature of the conflict the 

measures that have to be taken varies. This means methods employed at earliest stages of a 

conflict is different from methods at violence and after the violence. Thus besides the 

above the regional Council of Nat ionality has to clearl y put in the !eg'!.IJ@rrl.e :yg"r.k" .I:.'!:h~ 

methods are more appropri ate at what stage of the conflict fo r better protection of hllman 

rights and establishment of sustainable peace in the region. 

4.2. Challenges Encountered in Conflict Handling Efforts in SNNPR. 

4.2.1. Genc l"al 

As di scussed in the previous section, the chall enges of the efforts in the past 18 years will 

be di scussed. Where and when sho uld confl ict resolution activities be started? What should 

be the outcome of the conflict reso lution activities? Lack of clear answers to these and 

similar questions was the major problem in the process of conflict resolution effort. 

Because of thi s, most of the time, confli ct resolution acti vities have been started after the 

confli ct reached its peak in crisis and resulted in many damages. Such types of conflict 

resolution approach neither helps people to handle their differences nor does it instructs 

others to learn a lesson to manage conflict if it occurs iiI the future. 

In general the fo llowing three points are the major limitations observed in the conflict 

resolutioil efforts of the region . 

.. / Firstly, the effo rts to resol ve the confli cts were not targeted to address the root causes of the 

confli ct. Altho ugh it results in reducing tensions fo r a short period of time, did not provide 

assurance to avoid recurrence of the confl ict.21 
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Secondly, decisions were reached in conflict resolution scenarios without the participation 

of all concerned stakeholders of the conflict, consequently inviting implementation 

problems22 

Thirdly, there were difficulties in clearly identifying the ownership of the processes of 

conflict resolution. This is mainly due to lack of coordination and identifying· appropriate 

peace actors in the region 23 

The following section addresses some of the specific challenges the regional conflict 
,' .. 

prevention programs faced. 

4.2.2 Failing to Consider Conflict as Normal Phenomena 

Peace practitioners and scholars who devoted their time for conflict resolution argue that 

many people perceive confl ict as a problem and parties to the conflict as problem makers. . .... ._._ .... ---.... . - ... _-
This perception has also been attributes of the SNNPR communities, strangulating the 

conflict resolution processes in the region so far. They also add it should be clear conflict is 

different from crime and the interests of parties from the interests of criminals who try to 

make profit out of the offence. Criminals are punished as per the rule of law of the state for 

the peace of the society; nevertheless, there should also be a room for parties to let out their 

ditlerences and grievances without violence in a peaceful way in conflict resolution 

programs.24 

The miss perception of conflict as a crime has its own disadvantage, diverting the attention 

of the commun iti es to focus on to take admin istrative and legal measures creating 

strangulations in peaceful conflict reso lution processes. That measure serves only as a 

temporary solution, obstructing sustainable peace among the parties. In such approach it 

22 1'.~/·n/·niIJ/h ·n'/.lor", 9" hr. n.·)· hGTZ Ethiopia .,r. n",','·~nr. .rll.,;r.m· V"u;r.""tY l ·t·)- V"I"P.';/· 

""MilA n')'(r"'''" (1999 ~.9U) 77, 8 

23. Ibid 

24. Ibid 

25. Id . P. 9 
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may be possible to achieve negati ve peace, reducing violence without allowing the 
community let out their feelings. It doesn' t provide positive peace that remains for long 

. I' I . 26 Wit 1111 t1e community. 

The miss perception li mits the communities' opportunity to seek their own peaceful 
solution for thei r own confli cts, resulting forced solution. Such forced peace does not 
encourage the communities to work together for their common development since they did 
not take part in the process. 

The legal and admin istrative measures taken to suppress the confli ct frpm escalation, 
bes ides frustrating the parties, it encourages them to vei l the truth regarding the conflict. It 
further prohibits the confl icting parties from identifying root causes and searching proper 
so lution to the problem. The repetition of such veil results in cumulative negative feelings 
among the communities, inviting the people to get 'into recurrent violent conflicts.27 

There are many evidences that substantiate the argument, suppressing the conflicting 
parties by legal and administrative measures are a hindrance to peaceful conflict resolution 
and its sustainabi lity. Therefore, any response mechanisms to peaceful conflict resolution 
have to help the communities to differentiate between conflict and crime and parties from 
criminals thereby encouraging them to apply different measure accordingly. In 
heterogeneous communities li ke in SNNPR the difference 111 views and perceptions 
accompan ied by scarcity of resources makes conflict inevitable in the region . So expecting 
absolute peace in such society is unreali stic, instead the regional community has to focus on 
how to handle it instead of incriminating the parties. 

26 . Id. P. I O 

27. Ib id . 
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4.2.3 Failing to Consider Conflict as Opportunity: 

Conflict by itself is neither positive nor negative. Its positive and negative aspect IS 

determined by how people perceive it; the way they handle it and the attitude they exhibit 

to the conflicting parties]] As mentioned earlier, if a given confl ict is not p~operly handled 

it might end up in destructive results. But, if it is correctly managed, results in a positive 

end benefiting the confl icting parties and other stakeholders?8 

Conflict emerges as a result of in~mpa~ble interests and different perceptions towards a 

given goal. Understanding such differences in-depth and seeking approp~iate solution is 
. '~ . 

very helpful. It is necessary to conduct detailed conflict analysis that informs stakeholders 

about the conflict and a proper so lution to the identified problem. This approach brings 

drastic change to the community in question and the conflict can serve as a transformative 

instrument30 

A change which comes out of a peaceful conflict resolution can be considered as a 

development in itself and the basis for further development endeavors] I 

However due to lack of systematic conflict resolution program in SNNPR and failure on 

the part of the community to perceive conflict as an opportunity in the region created its 

own obstacle in the peaceful confl ict resolution effort. 

4.2.4 Unwillingness to Participate in Conflict Issues: 

When confli cts materiali ze every individual or group responds to it differently. Each of 

them takes its own measure. Some respond to the conflict by escaping while others respond 

by becoming a part to the confli ct]2 

When a confli ct occurs in the region mostl y people are not willing to be part of the process. 

Somewhat they endeavor to escape and become observers. This is one of the usual 

challenges in the process of conflict resolution effort. 

28 . Id. P II 

29. Ibid . 

30. Ibid 

31. Id . P 12 

32. Ibid 
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For example, a given community sol icits for alteration in its administrative hierarchy or 
raises question on boundary demarcation. 

The question might be rai sed with out having enough justification. There are possibilities to 
clear out such ambigu ities of the community timely by creating an open discussion forum 
with all concerned parties in the processes. Nevertheless, by ignoring minor erroneous 
perceptions of the society, it can add up and over time lead to drastic crisi.s that may result 
in a huge loss of life and propertyn 

In some other communiti es community elders/respected members of the c6mmunity are 
dircctly or indircct ly conccrncd to rcspond to thc issues of the people. Despite the effort, 
they overlook the demands of the people being afraid of dealing with it which can lead to ~-----'-~ ---------.-.-.--'--"."'. -- _ .. - ---_ . .. .. _ ... _--
unintended direction. This in itselF is an erroneous view and rather than solving the 
problem, it may sophisticate the problem.33 

Therefore if communities of the region have to contribute for the efforts of peaceful conflict 
reso lut ion program, they have to bring attitudinal change. Or any conflict resolution has to 
make its own effort to encourage the participat ion of all stakeholders, equip them with the 
necessary conflict analysis sk ill which enables them to identify root causes, aggravating 
factors and parties to the conflict. 

4.2.5 Failing to Foctls on the Improvement of Socio Economic Relation Ships: 
It is evidcnt that, un illct human needs lead people into confl ict. It is believed that 
incompatible unmet human interests are the causes of conflict. These human needs are 
beyond identity, equal ity and participation in decision making processes in common issues . 
They include economic and social rights, and equal access to basic human needs like food 
shel ter and clothing.34 

Access to such human needs is the major target of the communities. When different 
segments of soc iety li ve together in one place, human needs are either met or not depending 
on the quality of relationship the communities 

32. Ibid 

33. Ibid 

34 . Id P.ll 
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In case where there is no just relationship among communities it is difficult to see the 

human needs are equally convened3s For example, in Kefa Sheka zones, it is impossible to 

say that the Menjas and Kefas have equal access to and control over resources, participate 

in decision making equally and have just representation . In such an environment human 

needs are always not met, which leads into conflict of the communities. When such 

marginalization occurs it is necessary to address it carefully and establish a just'relationship 

of the given communities. If thi s does not happen and focus is only given to address the .. 
effects of the conflict, it aggravates the conflict and hampers a peaceful coexistence of the 

. . d fl' I' 36 communIties an con Ict reso utlOn processes. . ~ 

The efforts of the region so far has focused on addressing effects of the conflict rather than 

focusing on a holistic approach to so lve the problem, in other words the efforts of the 

region did not give attention in improving the socio economic relation of the communities 

as expected. So the effectiveness of the attempt on conflict resolution has been questioned. 

Off course I am not denying the measures taken by government and non governmental 

bodies like Action Aid Ethiopia but sti ll it needs more effort on both parts . 

4.2.6. Failing to identify Parties and Stakeholders 

In any conflict, there are parties who participate directly or indirectly. Thus, all of them 

should participate in the process of confl ict resolution. Identifying concerned parties and 

bring them on board to the process is an important step in conflict resolution endeavors.37 

If the appropriate parties are not identified and participate in peace making process, they 

can be spoilers and an obstacle to the implementation of decisions made in the course of 

action on the one hand. On the other hand, we lose the contribution to the conflict 

resolution process that could be made by the right parties38 In this regard, it is difficult to 

say that conflicts in the region are resolved and addressed after deeply analyzing the parties 

to the conflict. 

35. Ibid 

36. Ibid . 

37. Ibid 

38. Ibid 
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In different places, we can observe problems in the implementation process that 
substantiate the aforementioned argument. These neglected parties claim that the decisions 
made in their absence do not belong to them and they do not care about its implementation, 
which resulted in pending of many conflicts in the region 39 

4.2.7. Failing to Build Capacities of Communi tics 

As we have seen, confl icts can occur in the real day-to-day interactioQ of societies for 
different reasons. These conflicts can be resolved by interested ne~liral third party 
intervention . The resolution process can be determined based on the cont(\xt and level of . . 
thei r relationship. After the resolution, the parties also continue to live within the same 
system of relationship, norms and standards of interaction of the society.4o 

Conflicts can emerge from the difficulties of communication and relationship. In such 
scenario, the communities should not always await the intervention of the third party. - '._.- -~. -. -... ~-.. - ' - . - .... - . -,--.. -'--'" .- .- . __ . 
Rather, they have to learn a lesson from the previous conflict resolution mechanism and --_ . - . . -. _.,,' . - . -.' .. .... - . .•.. --- -_ ... _---------
apply the principles to the existing conflict situation. In this way, they should build their 
capacity'of conflict resolution and resolve their own problems by themselves. This is to say 
that the processes and the knowledge gained at one time should be established and become 
part of the longer systems and institutions.41 

For the communities conflict elasticity and resolution capacity is not build to the level 
where they do not require any kind of third party's intervention. Thus this is to invite third 
party intervention whenever conflict occurs. Thus it needs consideration. 

4.2.8. Failing to idcntify and use Traditional Conflict Resolution Methods and 

Institu tio IlS 

Every community has its own way of conflict resolution mechanisms and institutions that 
best suits the interest of each community. Although there are some gaps and weaknesses in 
these traditional tribal modalities, (conflict resolution mechanisms and institutions) are very 
effective in resolving the communities ' conflicts in their respective constituencies.42 

39. Ibid 

40 . Id . P.I2 

41. Ibid 

42. Ibid 
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These organizations have come in to existence with the establishment of the Council of 
Nationality with the intent of supporting its capaci ty on the effort of conflict prevention and 
resolution. 

As discussed earl ier, before the establishment of Council of Nationa lity we do have a 
problem of identifying the respons ible organ and lack of coordination among peace actors 
wi th in the region. While avoiding the above ambiguity via its establi shment the regional 
Council of Nationality has faced the following challenges like lack oftrain.ed man power in 
the field, sufficient budget to run the program, and other infrastructures necessary to fu lfill 
the purpose of the organ iza tion for which it is organized . .'" 

To effect its constitutional obligation and to support or strengthen the governmental effort 
on conflict prevention and resolution programs, for better protection of human rights, peace 
and development non governmental organizations' are invited to play role in the area. As a 
result organizations like GTZ, PACT, MERCY CORPS, Agree Service Ethiopia and others 
have involved in the regional program. 

Depending on the availability of resources, the seriousness and urgency of the situation 
some organi zations made their attention at the regional level supporting the regional 
council of nationality. And others focused both at regional and local level and some others 
purely focused on supporting the capacity of local communities. 

Therefore, in the fo llowing section efforts of the non governmental organizations, 
challenges they encountered, the overall objectives, and the strategies they employed and 
the legal basis for the effort will be discussed in detail. 

4.3.1. Legal Framework/basis 

While looking the legal frame work/bas is for the intervention of non governmental 
organizations on conflict handling effort in SNNPR one can not find clear legal provisions 
like in the case of Council of Nationality. Instead searching indirect constitutional 
provisions both in federa l and revised constitution of the region is paramount. 
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With in the jurisdictional limits of SNNPR, the supreme legal document is the regional 
constitution 4 6 This is subject to the supremacy of the FORE constitution. As it is an 
expression of the sovereignty of the Nation's Nationalities and Peoples through out the 
country, the FORE constitution over rides the regional constitution, in case of discrepancy. 
Therefore, supremacy of the constitution of SNNPR is with out prejudice to the supremacy 
of the FORE constitution. 

Almost all of the fundamental principles of constitution of S~PR are similar to those of 
the FORE constitution. The major difference is in relation to the scope of application to be 
determined by the jurisdiction. While the FORE constitutions basic principl~ apply through 
out the federat ion that of SNNPR apply with in the jurisdictional limits of the regional 
state. 

The revised constitution 200 I of SNNPR, in its preamble emphasizes the need for 
consolidating peace and prospect of democratic order in the regional state. It also 
emphasizes other objectives and principles sought.by the Nations Nationalities and peoples 
in the regional state. These objectives and principles could not be achieved by the sole 
efforts of government and their structure in the regional state. Collaboration with other non 
governmental bodies is inevi table. 

As the regional state consists of heterogeneous community with diverse interest, the role of 
non-governmental actors, in the effort to achieve the important objectives and principles 
enshrined in the preamble of the constitution is very much considerable. 

The peoples in the regional state are vested with all powers of the state. The Nations 
Nationalities and Peoples in the regional state can exercise this ultimate power through 
their elected representatives or through their direct participation.47 

The democratic participation of the peoples in the regional state could take individual or 
co ll ective form. 

The collective participation may be in the form of Non-governmental organization and such 
participation could be in the prevention and resolution of conflict in the regional state. 

46 . Art. 9 of the Revised Constitution of SNNPR 
47. Id . Art. 8 
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Alike the FDRE constitution, the SNNPR state constitution emphasizes the supremacy of 

the constitution. With out prejudice to the supremacy of the FDRE constitution, the SNNPR 

constitution is the supreme law of the regional state.48 All the dwellers of the Regional 

State, government bodies, political parties and other associations are expected to abide by 

the constitution.49 They are also responsible for the observance of the constitution. The 

regional constitution, like the FDRE constitution, is the expression of the common interest 

and agreement of the peoples of the regional state. The will of the people in the regional .. 
state is peaceful co existence and peaceful environment that could contribute towards 

development. It is the duty of all dwellers to in the regional state, individmally as well as 

collectively, to observe the constitution. It there fore follows that Non-governmental 

organization in the regional state are equally responsible to that end and shall refrain from 

being a cause to confl ict and participate in the conflict prevention and reso lution programs. 

Article 31 of the regional constitution provides that every person has the right to freedom of 

association for any cause or purpose, so long as the organization is formed not in violation 

of appropriate laws or the constitutional order. Dwellers of the regional state can forn1 

associations, including Non-governmental organizations with the objective of conflict 

prevention and reso lution. In such case, non-governmental organizations stand in support of 

governmental bodies in the endeavor to bring sustainable peace and order in the regional 

state. 

The courts and other governmental bodies entrusted with judicial power with in the 

regional state serve towards rendering of fair justice .Fair justice is the basis for peace and 

human rights protection and there by for sustainable development. 

Where non governmental organizat ions invo lve in confl ict prevention and resolution, in 

some instances they may need the services of judicial bodies. In that case the regional 

constitution recognized the right of access to justice. 50 

48. Supra note 47 

49. Id sub (2) of Art 9 

50. Art. 37 of the Revised constitution of SNNPR 
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Participation of the peoples in the development endeavors of the regional state starting from 

formulation of policies and programs up to implementation is ideal and appropriate. Such 

participation could be either at individual or group levels. One poss ibility of participation in 

groups could be that of non governmental organization. On the one hand , such participation 

could have the effect of minim izing and preventing potential conflict. 

Apart from the above mentioned constitutional provision, by-laws in the regional state like 

proclamations based on the constitution, and bilateral agreements between .the different non 

governmental organizations with different levels of government bodies in the regional state 

are legal basis on which non governmental organizations play role in the prevention and 

reso lution of conflict. 

4.3.2. P"ogram Goal, Objectives and Strategies: 
4.3.2.1 Goals and Objectives: 
Internationally recognized non governmental organizations with extensive experience on 

conflict prevention and resolution programs in over dozen countries around the world and 

some local organizations with limited experience in the area have involved for mechanisms 

of conflict prevention and reso luti on improved in Southern Nation Nationalities and --_._-- ". ~- -._-,------
Peoples Region. 

The organizations started their work by participating on an in-depth conflict 

analyses/assessments program through out the region. They have contributed teams of 

persons that incl uded experts in conflict prevention, peace building and pastoralist issues. 

Through field visit, interviews, community meetings and focus group discussions with a 

wide range of stakeholders a total of 33 conflicts were mapped and analyzed by their great 

contribution? 

The programs have been intending to increase peace and stability in the conflict areas under 

their consideration at the end of the program by strengthening existing capacity of key 

stake holders to ana lyze, report, mange and prevent conflict. Moreover, the invo lvement of 

civil society and increasing collaboration of civil society with governmental bodies and 

capacitating both formal and informall non formal conflict handling mechanisms have been 

the major measures to materiali ze the program .52 

51. Mercy Corps Ethiopia, The southern Nation s , Nationalities a nd peoples Region, Conflict 

prevention an Resolution program , ( Dec, 2004 -Nov. 2006) P.2 

52. Ibid. 
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To attain the above goal and to accomplish the objecti ves the programmers pursued the 

following strategies or approaches: L~cal actors are the most appropriat~~ha.!lge_._~~~~t!!;J . ,.~-. ' - --. ~.- .... " . . ~.' 

for preventing and resol ving confli cts, the program approach also structured to provide 

comprehensive skill building,54 to enhance the capacity of existing structu,~s ;to el1§Qre the 
. . .. -.-" .. ' " .. - ---

full , meaningful and synergistic engagement of all stakeholders/5 to support 10c~1.ly_t_ai!oJ~d 

interventions ;56 and to acti vely collaborate, coordinate with other agencies:57 

4.3.2.2 Strategies/Approaches 

4.3.2.2.1 A ppreciatin g Local Actors: 

As mentioned earlier, Local actors are the most appropriate and effective agents for 

preventing and resolving conflicts in SNNPR. Therefore, the program approach is not to 

intervene directl y but, rather, to equ ip these local actors with the updated ski ll s, tools and 

support they require being more effective in this nile . 

This principle is not onl y considered to be a best practice within the field of conflict 

reso lution but, even more importantly it was repeatedly underscored as the preferred 

modality by potential program participants at alllevels.58 

For example, one parti c ipant in fOC lIS group di scllss ion expressed hi s confidence in the 

ability of the local administration, leaders, po lice and militia to appropriately address 

conflicts if provide with much- needed capacity building59 

The experiences of non- governmental organization in other countries with similar conflict 

programs in other countries also underscore the imperative for having local actors take the 

lead. 

53. Id . P. 3 

54. Ibid 

55 .. Ibid 

56. Ibid 

57. Ibid 

58. GTZ- Ethiopia, ConOic t Prevention a nd Tra nsfo rmation Program (0 2004-20051 Mas ter tool 

box P.6 

59 . Supra note 52 . P.3 
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4.3.2.2.2 Co mprehensive Skill Building is needed for Addressing Conflict. 

The other most important strategy used by non governmental organizations for supporting 

the efforts of the regional government on conflict prevention and resolution system is the 

need for comprehensive skill building60 This means increasing the awareness or 

introducing the concept conflict, and the different methods of handling conflict to the 

practitioners and the community, by itself is not an end 61 Practitioners also a~knowledge 

that the approaches and skills they possess are inadequate for addressing the existing 

complex situation. For these reasons, they placed an extremely high premium on gaining 

new skill s for addressing conflict and repeated ly underscored their willirigness to invest 

significant amounts of time and resources in doing so. 

Here the experiences of GTZ can be mentioned as a good example. While uS1l1g this 

strategy in its country wide capacity building in Governance, the organization after training 

18 individuals who came from four regions of Afar, SNNPR, Somali and Addis Ababa 

tried to make it comprehensive by allowing the participants to Observe practical conflict 

incidents and apply what they have acquired in class rooms. The program encouraged them 

to contextualize what they have learned with what they already have. 

Additionally, Mercy Corps ' Experi ence from implementing similar programs in other areas 

in conflict such as Liberia and Indonesia demonstrates that simply disseminating 

information is insufficient in changing behavior and practices. Skills building must be 

followed; by "hands- on" learning opportunities in order for new approaches to take root.62 

Moreover, success in bridging gulfs between communities is increased when such learning 

opportunities not only bring stakeholders together but also guide them through a process to 

address specific conflict issues of relevance to them . Most programs in the region have 

been creating such opportunity. 

60. This is the common guiding Principle for all non-governmental organizations involved in the 

Region. So a ll of them appl ied it. 

6 1. Ibid 
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4.3.2.2.3 Enhan ce th e Capacity of Existing Structure, Rather than Create 

Parallel Systems 

According to the information of non governmental organizations it is believed that, non 

governmental organizations are not here to crate a new conflict prevention and resolution 

structures rather to strengthen, backup the already existing both formal and .non formal 

structures.63 

Although they have been slowly undermined in some areas, informal communityl tribal 

institutions represcnt a valuable and resilient resource of addressing and s'blving conflict. 

The programs have been equipping these informal institutions, such as tribal elders, with 

updated skills (e .g. mediation) and mechanisms (e.g. gathering process for engaging 

marginalized groups such as women and youth).64 . 

Another important target of non governmental organization has been the Council of 

Nationalities, the Regional level entity that is specifically mandated with handling conflict 

issues. 

Ato Tekle Didu, the speaker of the Council of Nationalities while informing the non 

governmental organizations, a lthough they have formed a 20 plus person conflict resolution 

department with in the council , this group has little tQ no technical skills to carry out their 

work.65 They are seeking- and the programs have been providing- enhanced capacity to 

analyze and des ign strategic interventions for conflicts in partnership with local 

stakeholders.66 Furthermore they have been providing technical assistance and guidance for 

the application of these skills, from conflict analysis through resolution. 

62. Supra note 59 

63 . Ibid. 

64 . lbid l 

65. An in terv iew Conducted y Mercy Corps Ethiopia with the Former speaker of Cou ncil of 

Nationalities in (2004 1 

66 . Ibid 
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4.3.2.2.4 Ensure the FuJI, Meaningful and Synergistic Engagement of aJl 

Stakeholders 

As experience indicated and supported by the discipline of peaceful conflict handling 

mechanism the comprehensive involvement of all stake holders is very important. In order 

to effectively add ress conflict and achieve lasting peace and stability meaningful and 

synergistic engagcment of all stakeholders is very crucial. This includes ~oth primary and 

secondary stakeholders67 To date, efforts to address confl ict in SNNPR have generally 

lacked the engagement of a broad base of civi l society actors and, therefore, attaining 
.', 

sustainable solution to problems has been unthinkable. 

The programs have been instituting improved mechanisms for engaging the broad 

participation of civil soc iety and also ensuring that these actors can and do take the lead in 

preventing and resolving conflict in their own communities6S A related challenge is that 

various stakeholders are not working together in a synergistic manner to address conflict 

issues . There is a disconnection between informal groups and formal structures. 

At the same time, different levels of governments do not necessarily collaborate closely 

wi th one another. The programs have intended to address this disconnect by providing the 

various levels and types of stakeholders with a common vocabulary, a shared set of tools 

and ;mcchanisl1ls, and l'orllills l'or engaging with one another to apply these ski lls in a 

constructive manner6 9 

67. Ibid. 

68. If you go through the Conflict Prevention and Resolution Programs of the Different Not 

governmental organizations working in SNN PR the aforementioned strategies are there in 

one form or the other. 
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4.3.2.2.5 Support locally- tailored Intervention 

Taking in to account the diversity of southern community in culture, language, and the 

methods they employ in conflict prevention and resolution systems and appreciating the 

informal system the programs in the region have been supporting locally tailored 

intervention. Tools provided to program participants have focused on practical, not 

theoretical , approaches. Program participants have been supported in · ~pplying newly

gained ski ll s in a manner that is appli cable to the particular situation they wish to address 70 

Thus, while the principles and mechanisms for addressing con fli ct will be the same, the 
, ~ . 

actual actors, activities, and approaches from one focus area and community to another will 

vary. While substantiating thi s idea one project officer working in mercy corps anticipates 

that tai lored interventions supporting " cementing the peace" between the Zeyise and 

Gidole will differ significantly form those required to build trust and engage conflicting 

groups in Hamar wereda in a successful and sustainable conflict reso lution process.71 

4.3.2.2.6 Actively Collaborate and Coordinate with other Agencies 

As discussed else where conflict has many dimensions. The causes of conflict are very 

diverse in the SNNPR context. Thus effectively to resolve conflict the collaboration of all 

stake holders is unquestionable. So thcsc non governmental organizations have used 

collaborating and coord inating with other development agencies as one strategy.72 

With the aim of supporting and bui lding on complementary programs, the programs in built 

around the principle that the efforts of development actors should be aligned in their efforts 

to reduce conflict. 

The programs have been working with other programs to avoid duplication and influence 

complementary activities, as well as support others in their efforts to design and implement 

activities that support peaceful changeD This includes close collaboration among actors in 

the conflict sector such as GTZ and the Conflict Early Warning and Response Mechanism 

(CEW ARN), as well as deve lopment actors such as World Vision. 

69-72. If you go through the Conniet Prevention and Resolution Programs of the Different Not 
governmenta l OI-ganizations working in SNN PR the aforementioned strategies are there 
in one form or the other 

73. Ibid 
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4.4 Challenges Encountered by Non Governmental Bodies: 

General 

Since non governmental bodies are not direct part icipants or implementers of confl ict 

prevention and resolution programs in SNNPR like the council of Nationality. The 

challenges they face may not necessarily be similar to the government organs. Off course 

there might exist some common challenges of the two organs. At this part I wi ll not repeat 

what is di scussed in the previous part as a challenge. In general corruption on the part of 

stake holders, lack of motivation on the parts of partners, turnover of officials and the new 

legislations are the major cha ll enges that will be discussed here after in detai'1. 

4.4.1 Corruption 

My personal experience as a project officer and legal advisor in the efforts of non 

governmental organizations on conflict handling, thought me that non governmental 

orga ni zations are hi ghl y embezzled by irrespons ible stakeholders. As discussed earlier one 

of the objectives of non governmental organizations is to increase the invo lvement of civil 

society organizations for better and community based confli ct resolution strategies rather 

than mak ing it an imposed one. To this effect non governmental organizations will not find 

we ll establi shed community based organizations with in the conflict affected community. 

But conflicts mainly happen in rural areas in which ~ven one can not imagine community 

based organizations. In some places the organizations will take the initiative to establ ish 

new ones .And mostly these newly established community based organizations are not self 

motivated and they do not have their own vision instead they are imposed with the 

organizations vision. 

As a result these locally estab li shed civil society organizations will use the money for 

programs for which the fund is not allocated. For instance in one case in which I was 

representing, a loca l NGO Sechem in awassa zuria was entered in to partner ship agreement 

with Mercy corps Ethiopia to implement a small project for the establi shment of peace 

center in Dale Humbo confli ct areas fo r around 80 thousands Ethiopian birr. Finally the 

organization has brought a report which indicates the use of the money for consultancy 

service. This was totally out of purpose of the fund. 
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Therefore non governmental organizations even though has an intent of participatory 

approach needs to reconsider their financial utilization strategies especially with un 

experienced, prone to corruption local NGOs li ke the above one, if they have to use the 

fund properly for its real purpose. 

4.4.2 Turnover of Offichlls and Lack of Motive 

This is the most common and fundamental obstacle for facil itated work of non 

governmental organizations in the region. Mostly top officials who are responsible for 

conflict handling either at regional , zonal and even woreda level officials .are politicians, 
. \ . I 

who take the position for simple reason of representing its National group with out giving 

due attention for personal skill , knowledge and behavior. Moreover, for unknown reason 

th is appoints are highly turned over. If some one was a president of one administrative zone 

or woreda you may not find that same person after six months. However you had given a 

lot of trainings for that person whi Ie he was in hi s previous pistons . You need to train 

another person for your purpose. Some times the turn over can be with in 2 or 3 months. 

These lacks of sufficient understanding on the part of newly assigned official de motivates 

him to give timely response for any stake holder who have an interest in it. 

4.4.3 The effects of Charity and Society Legislation: 

The other most serious challenge which cripples the establishment of democratic system in 

the Ethiopian territory is the promulgation of the new charities and society proclamation by 

the FDRE government. 

This proclamation categorizes organizations in to International and National. In the words 

of the proclamation Ethiopian Charities and Societies are those organizations which gets 

funding not more than 10 % from foreign aid.74 And Foreign Charities and Societies are 

those organizations establi shed according to foreign law, are working in the Ethiopian 

territory registering by Ethiopian law.75 Besides, these organizations are those getting funds 

more than 10 % from foreign aid. 

74. In terview with Ata kuss ia Bekele, Head of Civil Society Organizations Association in 

SNNPRS(cot.2008) 

75.lbid 
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This difference becomes significant under Art. 16.6, which states that foreign charities and 
societies shall not take part in activities in the areas of: citizenship and community 
development; human and democrat ic ri ghts; conflict resolution or reconciliation; equality 
and divers ity among national nationalities and peoples or different religious groups; 
sustainable development of the nations, nationalities and peoples of Ethiopia; Justice and 
law enforcement services. 

Observers have protested the development of this proclamation, saying tne funding clause 
was unrealistic for a country dependent on high amount of foreign aid.7 6 Most NGOs 

.', 
depend on foreign aid , and local financing is negligible. Western diplomats and donor 
groups had requested Prime Minister, Meles Zenawi, one of the architects and chairman of 
African Peer Review Mechanism (APRM) forum, to reconsider this move which they 
believe is another attempt at crippling the country's democracy.77 The government has 
alleged some NGOs affiliated to international organizations operating in Ethiopia have a 
hidden agenda. Last year, the government expelled the International Red Cross Society 
from eastern Ethiopia claiming it was involved in "illegal" activities. 78 

The charity dismissed the allegations. In the attempts to have the law reviewed, local and 
international NGOs had appealed to the government for further discussions. However the 
goverrul1ent moved a head in his position and realized the law. 

Therefore accord ing to this legislation most international NGOs working with SNNPR 
Government in the areas of I-Iuman rights protection and Conflict Protection and Resolution 
are left with one year grace period provided by the law. After a year they have to dissolve 
or have to change their focus from those restricted or prohibited subjects like human rights 
and conflict prevention. 

76. Ibid 

77. Ibid 

78. Ibid 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

5. Conclusion and Recommendations 
Conflict prevention and human ri ghts protection are two faces of the same coin. Confl ict is one of the situations in which gross human rights violation happen . During conflict people might be killed, tortured, displaced from their permanent resident places at least temporarily. Especially those vulnerable groups like women and children are highl y exposed to more violations of hllllall rights. The southem nation's nationalities people region will not be out of this reality because of the prevalence of conflicts observed in the region. 

The Southem Nations Nati onalities llild Peoples Region have suffered from confli cts si nce its establishment as an independent government. As discussed in detail in chapter three, if one moves from one corner to the other within the region he or she wi ll see different types of conflict depending on the lifestyle llild geographical settlements of each community. For instance if we take the case of pastoralists communiti es like Bench magi and South Omo commwlities and compare them with the non pastorali st community living in the nOlth east Pal·t of the region you will see the .differences between the two communities in light of the cause llild nature of contlic!. What ever differences are observed throughout the region in light of the above standards. the regional communities especiall y those living near to contlict areas have suffered frOlTI the situation. 

However until 2001, in the SNNPR,we don't have a separate government structure which was accowltable for contI iet handling mechanism. Instead the regional government was trying its best as a whole with little coordination (Uld cooperation in the regional territory. The absence of the appropriate structure supported by legal framewo rks in the region made the situation worse. Even the establishment of the regional Council of Nationality as a conflict halldling structure did not bring the expected attitudinal, sk ill and knowledge change within the region .To fill the loopholes of the regional gove rnment d ifferent iniernational and local organi~~tions have been supporting the government structure fo r the last live to six years in the preas of capacity building on governance. Despite these the Ethiopian government currently took initiative to promulgate new chmity and society legislation which ballS the efforts of those organizations. 
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As I said at the top conflict is one of the situation in which human rights of a paI1iculru' community is violated: So, having well establ ished or organized confli ct prevention ruld resolution program and its implementation accord ingly wil l enable us fo r better protection of human ri ghts. At least, vio lations resulting from the confli cts. 

Therefore for better protection of humrul rights vio lation strengthening conflict prevention and reso lution programs and its proper im plementation is very important and helpful for commwlities suffering from the problem. This holds also true for SNNPR state. To this end I will forward the following recommendations. 

I, As discussed in detail in the paper preventing contlict systematically fmd comprehensively is a means of protecting human ri ghts. Experience indicated that reg ional governments do not have sufficient resource ruld infrastructure to realize thi s. Therefore seeking the help and cooperation of societies is very important. One way society can participate is through forming an association or NGO.So the Ethiopian government has to create conducive environment to this effect. In simple language the restri ction imposed by the new legislation has to be lifted. 

2, The other impOJ1ant thing to raise is, in order to strengthen the already existing confli ct handling mechanism in thc region .Any prognun, e ither by government or non governmental body, has to work to bring the necessary attitudinal, skill and knowledge change with in the community. Different researches in SNNPR indicated that the regional community including people working in the area couldn't sufficiently differentiate confli ct from crime and contlicting parties from criminals. As a result they resort to legal and administrative measures instead of resorting to peaceful means. 

Identifying and using traditional connict resolutionmechanisl11s is also the other problem the regional community has encountered, Due to lack of conflict analysis sk ill the regional commlUlity c9uldn ' l exhaustively differentiate parties and stake holders. 
Attitudinally also the regional community fa il s to consider con iliet as a normal phenomena. As rul opportlujity for change and some times show unwillingness to parti cipate in conflicts rather want to escape the situation and to be observers but this doesn' t include the efforts of some community elders. The absence of early warning and early response system is the other fundamental problem observed in the regional effo rt. 
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Thus the conflict prevention and resolut ion programs have to focus on the above problems. 
To this et1'ect intensive awareness creation campaign has to be started again. These programs 
have to initiate the incorporation of confl ict in to the educational curriculum .. Even one can 
evaluate the existence of conflict in the Ethiopian educational system at higher educational 
institution. In this area the ministry of education has to make its effort to facilitate situations 
for commencing programs at degree and diploma level because these will enhance our effort 
for strengthening conflict prevention and resolution programs for better protection of human 
rights. 

The establishment of Competency Center under Council of Nationalities by the help of OTZ
Ethiopia is a good beginning. However my personal assessment on the contribution and 
function of this center revealed that it needs reconsideration. Since it serves as a center for 
experience sharing, and resource center tor researchers and students who want to collect 
information in the area of conflict, its reconsideration is paramount. In other. words though 
the competency center is opened so far but no one knows its operation plus it is not as such 
well equipped with material and human power. Therefore, the council of nationality has to 
promote the competency center and fulfills the necessary infrastructures. 

3, Contlict is dynanlic by nature. It passes through difTerent steps from its conception up to 
birth. It has different levels. Accordingly the measure to be taken varies from one level to the 
other. Scholars who study conflict classify those merrsures in to-Prevention, conflict 
management, and peace building. 

My personal experience in those programs taught that mostly both practitioners intervene at 
the peace building stage. This level is a scenario in wh ich the conflict has ceased by itself. So 
I recommend to focus the on the prevention stage because this is best for preyenting human 
rights violation to. 

4. Though currently the interplay between conflict prevention and human rights programs is 
non existe'nt. But it is difficult to guarantee on the fact that this will not happen in the future 
in the southern nations nationalities and peoples state scenario. So, international and local 
organizations have to learn from the experiences of others, Briefly both programs have to 
work Supp0l1ing each other, for instance if a human rights program works onlllonitoring and 
reporting it has to take care of its impact on the reconciliation process underway at the time. 
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